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FOREWORD

In the preparation of this work, we have
striven to secure data from those of the pioneers who have borne the burden of the day and
are with us to tell the story beautiful of the
New Pittsburg.
Kany factors have contributed to the work;
not the least among them is the encouragement
received by contact with the pioneers and the
spirit in which the information was furnished.
The history of four decades of development is more than a series of local annals and
detailed events.

It is a hope for the future

and herein is included the wish that the thread
of 1916 may be taken up by another and woven
into a tapestry to show forth the events and to
trace the developments in the additional achievements which make the Pittsburg of today.
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CHAPTER I
PITTSBURG 1876--1916
~_Pittsburg

The Pittsburg of today began in an unpretentious way
under the name of New Pittsburg, May 20, 1876, when the
first plat was filed with the register of deeds at Girard. l
On that date it emerged from a rural community with a country school and a few scattered farmhouses to a town with a
promising future.
A forecast of the future of Pittsburg was printed a
few weeks before the plat of the town was filed for record-

The new town in Baker township is named
Pittsburg, a good cognomen in view of its
location and future prospects. Its nearness
to immense beds of coal must give the plaoe
a great advantage over other towns • • • • •
The t~n will not only have a large share of
the smelting for the ~oplin and lead districts,
but it will also be the center for the makl'ng
and repairing of machinery.2 • • • •
The location of Pittsburg was linked with the sale of
the unpreempted Neutral Lands and with the building of a
railroad through the coal region in order to connect
Missouri, with large outside markets. 3
Ipittsburg Headlight, Kay 19, 1926.
2airatd Press, April 27, 1876.
3F. W. Blackmar, Kansas, I, 471.
1

~oplin,

When E. R. Moffett

I
I

2

and J. B. Sargeant of Joplin, in 1876, built the first railroad in the territory from Girard to Joplin, the original
townsite was located at a strategic point to serve as a good
location for the shipment of coal.
Until this time coal interests in the distriet had been
tested in a small way but there was no outlet for shipping
until the coming of Moffett and Sargeant who were induced by
Franklin Playter, the father of Pittsburg,4 to build a railroad.

The extent of the coal interests and the probability

that New Pittsburg would be the site of manufacturing enterprises were the chief reasons for founding the town.
From many points of view the most important phase of
the struggle in the early history of Pittsburg and Crawford
County was the contest waged between the so-called Leaguers
and those who favored the construction of the railroad •
. The problem which then confronted those interested in
the project was the location of the railroad station.
would eventually determine the site of the town.

This

It was no

easy task, for the majority of the people were unfavorable
to the railroads on account of the Neutral Lands controversy.

Because of this ill feeling it was necessary to make

a personal canvass and convince the people that the proposition was for the greater interests of the township at large. 5
4 The initiative and enterprise of Yr. Playter, to whom we
shall again refer, gave the city its principal assets and resources during the first quarter century of its history.
5Interview with Mrs. True, daughter of the late R. E.
Carleton, one of the promoters of the project.

J

3

Four promoters each agreed to donate forty acres of
their adjoining farms.

These one hundred sixty acres would

constitute the site, a section corner to be the center of
the town.

The streets which were called Broadway and Fourth

were each graded one-half mile. 6
The first house built on the original townsite stood
on the northwest corner of section twenty-one where the twostory brick building occupied by the Lindburg Drug Company
on Fourth Street now stands.

The building was a box house,

fourteen by sixteen feet, and eight feet high, and was built
as a farm dwelling by Yartin Brown in 1868.

Yr. Brown sold

his claim the following year to a Yr. Esam, who afterwards
sold it to Jacob Pugh. 7
The first building erected after the town was laid out
stood on the corner of Fourth and BroadWay.
and owned by George E. Richey.

It was occupied

This was sold to John R.

Lindburg, who later had it moved away and a more substantial
bUilding was erected in its place. 8
The growth of the new town was slow and steady.

During

its tirst lew years lire was much the same as that of the
average town of southeast Kansas at that particular period.
Business developed along the lines of merchandise and coal
interests.

The following comment, taken from the Girard

6Pittsburg Headlight, Kay 19, 1926.
7Ibid.
8Crawrord COunty, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 35.

l

4
Press, gives us an idea of its early growth:
If Pittsburg continues to grow as rapidly
during the next two years, as it has in the two
just passea, it will be second only to Girard
in point of population and business importance. 9
It was not until 1880 that the desired name was finally
secured.

The confusion arising from the fact that there were

two towns in Kansas with practically the same name caused C.
Wood Davis, president of the Pittsburg Coal Company, to take
up the matter.

He succeeded in having the name of the Pitts-

burg post office in Mitchell County changed to Tipton.

Soon

after that time the Post Office Department dropped the "New"
from the Crawford County town. lO
Growth

~

Population

In the beginning the population was made up of homeseekers from the adjoining states.

From"what is learned

through tradition and press reports the original intention
was to engage in farming.

No record is made of Indians inhab-

iting these parts in early times.

We have scattered accounts

of a few transients who remained for only a short time.
Another type of people is represented by the "Leaguers" who
in the Neutral Lands controversy were

persist~nt

in main-

taining that the land could be claimed only through preemption and homesteading.

For several years they kept up

this prejUdicial opposition to railroad building.
9Girard Press, January 9, 1879.

--

10Crawford County, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 36.

l

,

1

5

Several colored families came to this section in the
early seventies, among them the Duvalls,ll the Peoples
and the Wallaces.

These settlers came from St. Louis in

covered wagons. 12
New Pittsburg

~d

a population of 100 in 1876 and had

reached a total of 624 in 1880. 13
On January 9, 1884, Pittsburg having a population
exceeding 2000 became a city of the second class by the
proclamation of Governor G. W. Glick. 14

The actual popu-

lation that year reached 4000.
There was an increase of 973.24 per cent in the population of Pittsburg from 1880 to 1890. 15

At that time the

population had become more cosmopolitan as the economic
status of the city was changing rapidly and new industries
were being developed.
Additional parts of Baker township were annexed to the
original townsite in 1906 and in 1907.

On September 14,

1906 Pittsburg was proclaimed a city of the first class by
llBud Duvall, a member of the above mentioned family,
who still resides in Pittsburg, served in the Spanish-American War.
l2Interview with Mr. Will Pierce, proprietor of a Coffee
House at 201 North Locust Street.
l3United States Census report has no detailed statistics
on Pittsburg until it became a city of the second class.

l4~ .2! Council Proceedings .2.! Pittsburg, Kansas

(here~cIted City Records), I, 151.

l5Total population 6697, listed by wards.
Eleyenth Census, I, Table 20, 684.

(I

I

Compendium of

6

Governor W. R. Stubbs. 16

Industrial, political, social and

cultural 17 conditions had each contributed to the steadily
increasing population.
Municipal Development
The little mining camp which had its inauspicious
beginning with the platting of New Pittsburg on May 19,
1876 had reached the status of a third class city -hen on
June 21, 1880 the

to~~

was incorporated.

The official

order was entered on the records of Judge B.

'. Perkins in

the district court of Oswego.1 8
The first meeting of the city council was held Ju y
7, 1880, in the office of W. W. Watson, and the first official business transacted was the appointment of J.

f.

Jennings,

city clerk; C. W. Long, city treasurer; Fred B. Southerland,
city marshal; and George L. Bennet, street commissioner. 19
Pittsburg's increase in popUlation was steady but
not phenomenal.

It more than doubled in twenty years, since

by 1904 it was considerably over the 10,000 mark but the city
records show that the proclamation as a first class city
16pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
17 The Kansas State Manual Training Normal (now the Kansas
State Teachers College) was opened in 1903 and attracted
students to the city.
18City RecordS, I, 1.
19~., pp. 1-11.

20 Ibid ., p. 151.

7
was issued on September 14. 1906. 21

The commission form of

government was adopted and became effective on February 21.
1910.

The adoption of this plan relieved the city council

of specified duties.
Qrdinanpes.--The records of the prooeedings of the city
council give detailed accounts of various improvements
under supervision of the city counoil.

Many pages are

given to regUlations regarding paving. 22 the water and
sewage systems. franchises for the eleotric railways and
the issuance of bonds for city improvement.
A general revision of all the ordinances relating to
special improvements was authorized March 1. 1899.

This

greatly facilitated the process of recording because all
appropriations which had been preViously given and the
improvements made were to be set out by title only.

That

the city officials have had a busy career is attested by the
fact that 2408 ordinances had been proclaimed by 1916. the
close of this survey.23

J. W. Jennings was the first city

clerk and Leonard T. Boyd. the present incumbent. has held
this office since 1913. 24
21pittsburg Headlight. May 19. 1926.
22Kore than two hundred ordinances refer to this exclusive topic.
23A general study was made of CitY_Records, I-V.
24Mr. Boyd has arranged yearly statistical facts concerning the city under the title. A Kine of Info~tion.
which proved very helpful in summarizing municip~accom
plishments.

8

Liquor Regulations.--In 1880 the people of Kansas adopted
the amendment to the state constitution prohibiting the
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors except for
medical, scientific and mechanical purposes.
enacted to enforce the amendment.

Later laws were

Nevertheless, an illicit

liquor trade was carried on in Pittsburg since the beginning
of prohibition.
Ordinance No.4 which became effective JUly 21, 1880
provided that
On application the city council may license
any respectable person in the city of Pittsburg
to keep one or more billiard or pool tables or
other tables on which to play games of chance or
skill. Any person applying for such license
shall, in his application, set forth the number
and kind of tables he wishes to keep and for
each table shall pay into the city treasury the
sum of $10 per year and to the city c~rk the
sum of 50 cents for issuing the license. All
saloons or places where such tables are kept
shall be closed at or before 12 o'clock midnight and shall not be opened again during the
night, and under no pretense shall anyone
except the owner and his regularly employed
clerk be allowed in or around such saloon or
other place where such games are played after
said hour. 25
.
With the passage of Ordinance No.6, which also
referred to the illegal sale of liquors without a dram
shop license, the city council became more serious about
the saloon proposition and provided that all saloons must
close at 11 o'clock each night, and at the same time the
city legislated against the playing of games of chance. 26
25 CitY Records, I, 4.
26Pittsburg §yn, February.28, 1926.

9
Though strongly opposed by Temperance Unions and the
Y.M.C.A., still the joints prevailed, for the newspaper
reports show that there were from twenty to thirty-ftve
whisky joints in Pittsbur~ in 1890. 27
Original package houses were tolerated ana the city
council authorized the city marshal to collect fifty

dolla~8

per month from ·original package house venders."28
In 1897 a reform movement was made in Pittsburg.

The

Pittsburg Kansan, of January 28, 1897, contains the following item:
About a dozen ladies visited all the
saloons in Pittsburg one night last week.
Short talks were made and songs sung in each
place. The visitors were treated courteously
in every place.
The saloon was sometimes an issue in politics during
the city campaigns.

Perhaps one candidate and a majority

of voters would favor a liberal saloon policy, while a
civic league would be busily engaged in law enforcement.
The work of the civic league had no important bearing on
the policy of the city administration. 29
In 1909 all joints and drug store prescription liquors
were placed under contraband orders and it was said that
the only way any thirsty Pittsburger could quench his
27Pittsburg Kansan, March 26, 1890.
28~ Records, II, 352.

29P1ttsburg Kansan, April 5, 1897.

10
thirst was to visit some nearby tarn.

It can hardly be

proved how strictly the regulation was kept.

Soon after

this the open saloon disappeared from Pittsburg and the
liquor business was carried on under cover.

Q1il Hall.--When Pittsburg became a city of the third class
and for six years afterwards, the city council had no regular place for meeting.

As there was not much official bus-

iness to transact, the members could meet one place or
another as the occasion demanded.

In 1886 the citizens

realized the need of a permanent home for the city government, its officials and wards.
A proposition was then submitted to the voters for
the issuance of a bond of $5,000 to build a city hall and
jail. 30

An election was held and the proposition received

a majority vote.

The site selected was on the north side of

Fourth Street between Broadway and Pine, now Fire Station
No.1.

The contract to erect the building was awarded to

Fred Uassman for $3,095.

Another contract for the necessary

equipment was let on September 18, 1888. 31
The new city hall being a two-story building, the upper
floor contained the offices of city clerk and mayor, and a
council room.

The rear of the lower floor contained the iron

cells and was used as a jail.
30City Records, I, 234.
3lIbid., p. 215.

The front was a storage room

11
of the volunteer fire department and held the hose reels and
the hook and ladder wagon.
The steady growth

o~

the city necessitated additional

equipment for the fire department and it was evident that
the city hall was too small.

There was an imperative need

for a paid fire department and the city officials, together
with the general public, responded.

This necessitated the

erection of a new building because the fire department alone
needed all the room for storage and sleeping quarters.
The question of locating the new city hall confronted
the councilmen at their regular meeting on July 28, 1899. 32
Two locations were sUbmitted, one at the corner of Fourth and
Pine, the other at Fifth and Pine.

It was determined to let

the people make a decision of the location at the election
for voting the bond issue scheduled for August 1, 1899.

The

choice of the voters was the first-named location,33 and the
original building continued to serve as Fire Station No.1,
as has been explained.
The contract was awarded to Fred Wiswell December 6, 1899,
and the building erected is the present city hall.
library occupied the wes

The city

portion of this building until

January 12, 1912, when the Pittsburg Public Library was dedicated and ready for use. 34

The city clerk occupied the rooms

32city Records, Ordinance 434, IV (no page given).
33lh1S ., Ordinance 448.
34Wm. E. Connelley, Kansas ~_Kansans, III, 1358.

12
later used by the clerk of the District Court, and the City
Council Chamber was the room now occupied by District Court
No.1.

The entire upstairs was originally a public auditorium

with retiring rooms.

It later became court room for Division

No.2, except one room used by the city engineer. 35
Police Department.--Since the incorporation of Pittsburg as
a city, there has been a well established police department.
Before the establishment of a fire department by city ordinance, the Chief of Police, by special arrangement, assumed
the charge of managing the volunteer fire department.
Although Pittsburg and the adjoining camps have a
decidedly cosmopolitan population, law and order have been
well maintained.

No accounts of real violences are available

and perhaps police duties were largely concerned with violations of the liquor and

traff~ws.

Fines collected in one

month, May 1898, amounted to $1340;60. 36
Courts.--Crawford County, upon its organization, was a part
of Linn and Bourbon for jUdicial purposes.

The sixth judi-

clal district embracing Miami, Linn, Bourbon, Crawford and
Cherokee Counties was created by the state legislature on
February 26, 1867.

The sixth judicial district was reor-

ganized on February 21, 1889, and on February 8, 1901 the
35Interview on July 7, 1933 with officials in city
clerk's office.
36Information received through a study of the Records of
Council Proceedings and interviews with officials in the city
hall.

13
legislature of the state of Kansas divided the district
court of Crawford County and established courts at Pittsburg and at Girard, with Crawford County still remaining a
part of the sixth jUdiCial~strict.37
In the winter of 1899

th~legislature

of Kansas created

a common pleas court to accommo~~e the large number of litigants living near Pittsburg.

Some cases were tried, but the

legality of the law creating the court having been attacked,
the law was held to be unconstitutional, and the cases were
remanded for retrial.
At the following session of the legislature, an enabling
act was passed to permit the holding of an election to divide
the terms of the district court, so that alternate terms
might be held at Pittsburg and Girard.
in favor of the change.

The election resulted

Pittsburg then built a courthouse

and gave the use of it free to Crawford County.38
On March 9, 1905 the legislature of the state created
the thirty-eighth judicial district composed of Crawford
County alone, with court held at Pi ttsburg and at' Girard. 39

37pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
38~.

39Interview on July 13, 1933 with Judge L. M. Resler,
in Court Offi ce.

CHAPTER II
INDUSTRIAL AND ECONOYIC DEV'?.J.OPMENT
~

Mining

Coal mining has been the industrial backbone of Pittsburg and Crawford County since 1877.

Even before the Civil

Var coal was taken from strip and slope. workings in the southeastern part of the county by settlers. l

The pioneers who made

a meager living at that time took coal from the croppings and
traded it for supplies in Fort Scott and Carthage.
For a time little attention was paid to the coal prospects in the county; the capitalists did not realize that
there waS a fortune awaiting development.

When the Missouri

River, Fort Scott and Gulf railway was built through the
county in the memorable race from Fort Scott to the Indian
lands, no consideration was given to the fact that the lines
passed through a coal district. 2
Although the railroad company owned nearly all of the
land which later became the coal belt of the county, they
failed to appreciate the underground riches.

It was known

that coal cropped out of the surface and had been removed for
years but there was no realization that it had a profitable
future.

The company sold the land to the settlers for less

Ipittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
2Crawford County, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 102.

14

15

than five dollars an acre. 3
Soon after the construction of the Gulf railroad through
the county several small companies were formed for the purpose
of prospecting and mining coal from strip and slope banks
along the railroad.

There was no move made to sink a shaft

for the coal could be taken from the surface too readily to
incur a~ further expense. 4
Moffett and Sargeant started the coal mining industry
in Pittsburg and Crawford County.

With the production of

lead and zinc came a demand for fuel, thus the Joplin men
were the first to appreciate the importance of the underlying
coal.

Colonel E. E. Brown of Girard suggested to them that

a railroad southeast from a junction with the Gulf road at
Girard to the zinc mines and passing through the coal fields
would be an inva1uable enterprise.

They furnished the capi-

tal and bought hundreds of acres of land, which included the
townsite of Pittsburg. 5
There is some disagreement among pioneers regarding the
first shaft in the county.

Some maintain that Peter and Matt

Coyle of Joplin, who, in the spring of 1877, sunk a shaft in
Pittsburg on East Pine Street where the Pittsburg Ice Plant
was later located, were the first.
was pit boss at that time.

A James Vincent of Girard

Others dispute the point and main-

tain that a gin shaft on Carbon Creek (now known as Cow Creek)
3Crawford County, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 102.
4Ibid., p. 103.
5~., p. 104 ff.

16
erected in July 1877 was in operation before the Coyle mine
was started. 6
The Oswego Company sunk a shaft in 1880.

By 1882 shafts

were struck promiscuously over the county and the Frisco railroad company soon owned eleven mines.

In 1885 the state

legislature passed a law prohibiting railroad companies from
ovming coal lands or doing a coal business.

The name of the

.irm was then changed to the Kansas and Texas Coal Company.
This new company sunk seven additional mines, five of which
were in Pittsburg.

Later all of these shafts were abandoned

and the region is now covered with homes or business buildings. 7
The years 1885 and 1886 marked the beginning of the boom
in the coal district. 8

Ten new companies began operations

and the coal business in general was quite extensive.

Its

history for a period of nearly forty years was one of rapid
development.

Outgoing shipments amounted to millions of

tons yearly.
The principal strip mining operations were in the
Cherokee vein where the overburden varied from ten to forty
feet and the seam averaged three feet in thickness.

The

outcroppings in the Dunkirk region were on the upper vein
and extended north to Weir and to the east of Pittsburg
6 Crawford County, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 104 ff.
7Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
8Crawford County, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 111.

17
into the Missouri region.

Farther west from this region

the veins were too thin to make strip mining practical.
It was estimated that in 1910 more than 50 per cent
of the coal available through strip mining h d been worked
out. 9

In regions where the overburden was extensive, the

later use of steam shovels made it possible to recover the
coal.
Pmong the pioneer promoters of the mining enterprise
ere the various railroads whose lines entered the to 'n,
the

Os~ego

Coal Company, the Patmor Brothers, the Rogers

Coal Comp ny, the Midway Coal Company and the Pittsburg Coal
Company.
field
This

One distinctive characteristic of the Pittsburg

'as the inde endent action on the part of the operators.
as evident in

in production and

urchasing and Ie sing coal 1

~rket

of the output.

There

~as

ds, also
little

or no mergin .10
With the mining history of Cra/ford County began the
growth of

ittsburg, and

ith the growth of the mining indUS-

try in the county has likewise grown

ittsburg, the center

of the coal industry and the metropolis of the Missouri-Kansas coal district. ll
rin~
co~

Disasters.--The ,orst disaster in the history of

he

mines in the Kansas district hap ened on November 9,
9pittsburg H adli~ht,

ay 19, 1926.

10Ibig.
llCra-forg County, _ ns~s, b

Home Authors, p. 101.

18
1888 in Frontenac.

An

explosion occurred in Santa Fe Mine

No.2 and the violence of the shock affected Pittsburg and

the surrounding territory.

The Pittsburg Headlight of

November 10, 1888 gave a vivid description of the accident.
The number of lives lost was not known, but the number of
persons employed at the time of the explosion was 164.
Those who escaped reported horrifying tales.

Rescue parties

attempted to enter the mine but were driven back by foul air.
The air fans had been demolished by the explosion and when
these were replaced, entrance was gained into the place of
disaster.

About fifty bodies were identified and claimed but

many of the ·recovered bodies were beyond identification.
An investigation was brought about and a coroner's
jury on Friday, November 16, returned the verdict, setting
forth that it found that the disaster was caused by the
explosion of powder and gas; and that the mine had considerable quantities of gas and bad air in it before the explosion; and that the mine was extremely dusty and unsprinkled. 12
Soon after the accident, a mass meeting of miners adopted
resolutions providing that mine operators be required to
employ special men as shot firers and also that no miners
other than the shot firer be in the mines when the shots
were fired. 13

From that time greater precautions were used

to guarantee safety as far as possible.

Private companies

l2pittsburg Headlight, November 7, 1888.
l3pittsburg Headlight, November 17, 1888.
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made provision and later legislation provided for an inspector
to be employed and relief equipment to be furnished.
The inspector's office was located in Pittsburg,14 and
the School of Mines,
~eir,

hich had previously been located in

was moved to Pittsburg.

Strikes.--In September 1893 a strike occurred in the Pittsburg district over a disagreement concerning the
screened coal.

rice of

Previously pay had been demanded for lump

coal only, and at this time a law was passed compelling tfle
operators to pay for all the coal produced.

It was no easy

matter to determine a satisfactory price for the screened
coal.

Many miners left the district during the strike and it

as six months before the matter was satisfactorily adjusted. 15
The strike of 1893 was revived in 1899.
Workers suspended
the miners.

0

nited 'ine

erations to obtain better conditions for

This las kno.

the four lar est producers
The companies included in
Coa

The

as the "Big -"our Strike" because
ere pitted against the Union.
t~e

roup were the Kansas and Texas

Company, Central Coal and Coke Company, Western Coal and

Mining Company a.nd the "Ka.ty"

ining Company.

After five months the Santa Fe,

ho had large mining inter-

ests, 'l.nd minor companies entered into an agreement· it

the

14The inspector's offic~ maps are still maintained at
the Kansas State Teachers College but the e ui ment has been
removed to Arma, according to Professor G. E. Abernathy.
Courses in rescue ork are given at the colle e.
15Pi ttsburg Hpadlight,

• y 19, 1926.
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union and ·made a new contract.

In return the union author-

ized its members to resume work in the mines operated by the
"Big Four M and nOl'l:lal conditions were established. 16
In 1911 there was another strike of less significance.
Operators and miners could not agree on a wage contract.
The strike lasted from April to September but had little
bearing on general conditions because the activities in the
coal industry usually decline during the summer months. 17
During the labor difficulties Alex Howatt took a strong
stand for the union and was unwilling to come to terms.

Much

dissatisfaction and hard feelings resulted from his attitude.
Zinc Smelting
It may be truly said that smelting combined with mining gave Pittsburg its start in life.

With the introduction

and development of that industry the small mining camp became
a prosperous city.

It was Robert Lanyon who changed the

course of affairs and definitely assured the perm.anency of
the city.18
In the spring of 1878, Robert Lanyon came from Peoria,
Illinois, in search of a location for zinc smelting.

He

was attracted to the new town of Pittsburg where the fuel
necessary for the smelting of the ores was being mined.
l6Pittsburg §yn, February 28, 1926.
l7Ibid.
l8Crawrord County, Kansa~, by Home Authors, p. 107.
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After a careful investigation of the coal fields and the
price at which he could purchase coal. he located his proposed plant on Smelter and Second Streets. fronting on the
south side of the railr.oad. 19
Together with his brother. S. H. Lanyon. he began the
construction of his first smelting plant.

The new firm

contracted with Joplin miners for ore which was freighted
to Pittsburg.

The low price of coal gave Pittsburg other

similar industries and caused a boom for the new town. and
it was but a short time until five different smelting plants
were in operation. 20
The name of Lanyon was well linked with this industry
for W. V. Lanyon and J. Lanyon also erected a large zinc
plant and engaged in producing metallic zinc.

Their plant

was located southeast of the other Lanyon plant and adjoined
the tracks of the Cherryvale branch of the Frisco railroad.
The capacity of this new establishment was equally as large
as the other plants in operation.
The Granby Smelting and Mining Company whose

pl~nts

were located north of the Missouri Pacific tracks on Eleventh
Street. facing Broadway. in 1882 consisted of

~ive

large fur-

naces and over nine hundred retorts.
Another smelter. the St. Louis. was located northeast
of town but was short-lived because the competition between
19Crawrord County. Kans~. by Home Authors. p. 39.
20
Pittsburg Headlight. May 19. 1926.
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free natural gas and coal was too strong; hence, the st.
Louis smelter had to suspend operations. 21
By 1883 three large smelters were in operation and the
manufacture of zinc was an important industry in Pittsburg.
The zinc ore which was smelted here was shipped from the
Missouri mines because it was cheaper to ship ore to the
coal region than to ship coal to the ore region. 22

Nearly

three tons of coal are required to smelt one ton of zinc. 23
In 1887 Pittsburg produced 21,900,000 pounds of spelter
valued at $825,000, and there was an investment of $1,000,000
in capita1. 24
The existence of an abundance of

che~p

fuel so near to

the zinc region made possible the rapid growth of the smelting industry in Pittsburg and the operations increased
steadily in volume up to 1896. 25
The year 1896 marked the beginning of the decline of the
smelter operations in Pittsburg, for the development of gas
in the following year revolutionized the

smeltin~

industry

in Kansas, and moved the district center first to lola and
finally southward into the Oklahoma field.

In the production

of coal, the high costs incurred made it impossible to compete
21pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
22Kansas State Historical Society Collections, XI, 166 ff.
23Pitteburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
24Kansas State Histor~ Society Collections, XI, 170.
25Ibid.
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with free g~s; hence the change in industry.26
The closing of the zinc smelters was followed by a
loss in population of about G500 and a reduction in the payroll of approximately $25,000 monthly.

So severe was this

blow that it required hard work on the part of the citizens
to recover from it. 27
Powder Plants
Development of the coal mining is responsible for the
establishment of powder plants.
connection

The need of explosives in

ith the mining industry brought about the erec-

tion of two such plants in the local district.

During the

early times, the powder was shipped from Pennsylvania but
as the industry developed extensively, the freight charges
became a big item.

In order to economi e in this phase of

operation, the Pennsylvania and Kansas Po der Company established a plant at Alston (later called Kirkwood) about four
miles southwest of Pittsburg.

This was in 1901.

• A.

Smith was in charge of the construction of the plant, vhich
was ready for manufacturing the next

ear.

Three mills

were set up on the company's holdings, a plot of approximately 1000 acres.
pounds per day.

The output amounted to about lO,boo

The powder was put up in four hundred

twenty-five-pound kegs.

This gave work to a number of men.

26Kansas State Historical §QQi~ Collections, XI, 170.
27 Ioid •
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H. B. Foster was manager from 1903 to 1905.

By 1905 the out-

put of the manufactured product was almost doubled.

The

establishment was taken over by the Laflin and Rand Company
in 1905 and in 1907 it passed to the Dupont Company and did
not change ownership again until it was organized as the
Atlas Powder Company in 1913.
The Hercules Powder Company. in 1913. established a
plant consisting of a number of substantial buildings at
Turck. four miles southwest of Pittsburg.

The buildings are

so situated that should an explosion occur in one of the
group it would be confined only to that unit. 28
Foundries

~_Yachine

Shops

The immediate need of necessary machinery prompted
Franklin Playter to open a little shop on Locust street
near the Frisco tracks.

This was in 1882.

The making of

picks for the mines of the district was the principal work
of the new shop.

These picks found a ready sale until the

revolutionizing of the mining industry.29
After a few years' operation. Yr. Playter sold the shop
to C. Chapman and E. G. Emerson. both of Kansas City.

The

plant was operated under the supervision of the two men and
the establishment became known as the Pittsburg Foundry and
Machine Company.

Under the new management the plant tripled

28Interviews on August 7. 1933 with the managers. Earl
Dickey and J. T. Young.
29 Pitts burg Headlight, Kay 19. 1926.
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in size and gradually branched out until it encompassed many
departments, making it a complete machine shop.

The manu-

facture of mining and smelting implements is a specialty
of the concern although other machinery is included among
the products.
In 1903 the United Iron Works, Incorporated, of Springfield, Missouri, acquired the property from the Pittsburg
Foundry and Machine Company, the plant becoming one of the
five owned and operated by the same firm.

The merging of

the plant into the system gave it a wider scope of activity.
It was necessary to enlarge the place of business, the plant
then covering an entire city block and furnishing employment
for more than three hundred workmen. 30
During the years when Pittsburg experienced a great
era of development, the civic organization known as the
Commercial Club31 offered to donate a site to any industry
which would move into the city.

This proposition was

accepted by the late Thomas McNally Sr. (father of Thomas
J. McNally, now president of the company).

Mr. McNally came

to Pittsburg from Ashland. Wisconsin, in 1889 to establish
the Pittsburg Boiler and Machine Company.

The plant was

first conducted privately in a small frame structure,
located north of the Frisco tracks on the west side of Olive
30pittsburg Headlight, May 19,1926.
31The Commercial Club was a forerunner of the Chamber of
Commerce.
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street.

This concern has grown to be one of the largest

industrial plants in the state.

In

1~12

the establishment

became incorporated with T. J. McNally as president; W. H.
Sagstetter, vice-president; and T. J. Stevenson as secretary.
The business continued to expand and field crews of wrecking
equipment worked in the other states.

The number of employees

on the payroll of the company increased-from the initIal ten
to more than twenty times that number.

Store rooms, ware-

houses, and various buildings were added at different times,
and by 1916 the entire plant occupied more than a block of
space.

Various types of machinery are manufactured, but this

firm, like the United Iron Works, makes the construction of
mining machinery and equipment a specialty.32
The General Machinery Company, a third institution of
its kind to operate in Pittsburg, has its salesroom located
at the corner of
, Second Street and Broadway and a large warehouse at 501 North Joplin.

Besides mining supplies, general

hardware, implements and railway supplies are

inc~uded

in

the stock.
The establishment was opened by Pittsburg men who saw
the need of such an enterprise and is managed by S. A. Rose. 33
Mr. Rose began work in Pittsburg in 1902.

The firm name at

that time was Iron, Metal and Metal Railway Supplies.
the changes that came in industries came the change in
32Interview on August 7, 1933 with T. J. McNally.
33Interview on August 7, 1~33 with S. A. Rose.

With
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materials handled, including the collecting and shipping of
junk.
The Deckard Steel and Iron Works opened a similar plant
in 1905.

This was located at First and Locust until the

business had expanded to such an extent that larger quarters
were required and they moved to their present location on
Smelter Street.

All the machinery is for the manufacture of

equipment for mines and mills.

Each succeeding year brought

with it a marked increase in business and this enterprise
furnished employment for more than sixty laborers.
The specialty of the Deckard plant is the welding apparatus.

The work is done in the shop when possible, but a port-

able welding machine is provided for emergencies.

This in

itself is a great factor to expedite conditions when the
time element is to be considered. 34
The foundries and machine shops as a whole have been
valuable to Pittsburg not only in furnishing an important
need but also in giving employment to many of the·

i~habitants

of the city, in promoting home patronage and in adding
another industry.
Brick Industry and.Clay.Products
The earliest history of the manufacture of clay products
in Pittsburg is almost co-existent with the earliest history
of the town.

The names of the forerunners of clay industrialists

34Interview on August 21, 1933 with E. V. Lanyon.
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who started the industry have been lost in the succession
of years.
The first brick plant in the vicinity was located just
south of the

~uincy

road at its junction with Cow Creek.

The product of the plant was mud brick. drred in the sun
and burned in an open kiln. 35
A brick yard located near Cow Creek was established in
1880 by Fred Massman.

His first contract was for the con-

struction of a brick building on Broadway between Third and
Fourth Streets.

With his own manufactured bricks. he erected

the Globe building. which was used by the Kansas and Texas
Coal Company.

He built the Washington and Central school

buildings and continued in the building business long after
he sold the plant in 1903. 36
In the fall of 1890 John Moore and Robert Nesch·Sr. came
from Atchison to Pittsburg to establish a plant for the manufacture of brick for paving and building purposes.

They had

previously discovered that the clay of this vicinity was well
suited to withstand the severest tests.
In order to secure a city contract for the use of their
brick they made a proposition to build the plant in Pittsburg provided that the city would pave Broadway from Eleventh
to Second Street.

The contract was agreed upon and Pittsburg

35pittsburg ~light. Kay 19. 1926.
36Interview on August 7. 1933. with A. Massman. son of
Fred Massman. builder and contractor from 1880 to 1916. Mr.
A. Massman resides at 307 East Ninth Street.
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was one of the first cities to have a vitrified brick pavement.

The laying of this pavement attracted the attention

of neighboring cities and there was so great a demand for
Pittsburg "vitrified brick that the plant had to be enlarged.
A ten acre tract about one and one half miles northwest of
Fourth Street and Broadway was purchased for the site.
There was an enormous amount of brick clay in that region
and a greater part of the site was underlaid by a good vein
of coal which furnished fuel for the kiln. 37
The demand for paving brick continued to increase and
the plant was enlarged from time to time, until seventeen
kilns were in operation.

The company provided its own

electric power plant, a power house with four 80 H. P.
engines and one 250 H. P. engine.

There was in addition a

14-ton Davenport engine which hauled the shale from the pit,
where an immense steam shovel did the digging of the shale.
A deep well supplied the water which the plant required in
each department.

There was a growing demand for vitrified

brick for municipal improvement for a period of ten years. 38
The Pittsburg Vitrified Brick Paving Company had two
large plants in operation with a combined output of 100,000
bricks daily, and the payroll exceeded ~10,000 per month. 39
37Interview on August 17, 1933 with R. J. Nesch, who
resides at 510 West First Street, and who is a member of
the firm.
38Interview on August 17, 1933 with Yr. Nesch.
39xansas State HistorIcal Society Collections, XI, 203.
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At its own expense the company built a switch from the Missouri.Pacific tracks to the plant in order to handle orders
successfUlly.40
In 1899 Loose and Taylor. experienced brick manufacturers from Terre Haute. Indiana. came to Pittsburg to look
for satisfactory shale land from whose product vitrified
brick could be made.

They took several bags of clay from the

ground (now the site of the Dickey Clay Works) back to their
home plant and made experimental blocks which seemed satisfactory.

In about two weeks they returned. formed a corpora-

tion. took sixty per cent of the stock (Pittsburg citizens
took the balance) and established a plant which was a success
as a manufacturing enterprise.

Loose and Taylor finally

bought out the local people's interest at exactly what they
had put into it.

A little later a disagreement arose between

the two partners and Robert Hesch bought the plant.
Mr. Walter S.

Dic~ey.

known .0 tne people of Pittsburg

through his paper ••he Kansas Clty Journal. was

t~e

head of

a group of clay product plants and was engaged in the manufacture of clay products.

He became interested in the

Pittsburg plant and bought the Hesch interest in the plant.

Mr. Dickey manufactures and has a big sale for vitrified
sewer tile. drain tile. and conduits. 41
40Interview on August 17. 1933 with Mr. Hesch.
41Interview on August 7. 1933 with E. E. Walker. manager.
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potterY Plant.--The pottery plant of Pittsburg can hardly

be listed among the early industries.

It owes its origin to

a number of business men who conceived the idea that Pittsburg shale could be manufactured into stoneware and flower
pots.

Chemical analysis had shown that the clay of Pittsburg

coal fields was equal to the famous Akron, Ohio clay.42
1'1/3

In 1905 a company was formed with J. T. Moore, president, and J. B. Smith, secretary.

The list of stockholders

included the names of more than thirty of Pittsburg's prominent business men.

They bought a tract of land on the

west side of Broadway on a hill north of Pittsburg and
erected a small building equipping it with machinery to
carryon the industry on a small scale.

They began on an

experimental basis and when their products were submitted
to local dealers, they were assured of future sales.

This

gave confidence of their meeting competition in price and
quality.
Since the' experimental manufacture proved succe1fsful,
the company desired to put the plant into regUlar operation.
They secured a competent superintendent and pattern maker to
design and supervise the work in an economical manner.
first person chosen was Fred V. Maxwell of Texas.

The

He seemed

to understand the manufacture of clay thoroughly but was unable
to temper the manufactured product to withstand burning without
42These tests were made by Dr. J. A. Yates, Head of the
Department of Chemical and Physical Sciences at Kansas State
Teachers College. 5... ~
j)~ [""'......;.L~ ::t I 30~.:...-e 1"/1:3_1" I ,
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too great a percentage of loss in drying.

Many of the pieces

cracked in the process so he was not successful in making the
plant commercially profitable.
The Pittsburg stockholders made repeated unsuccessful
attempts to induce pottery manufacturers of the East to take
over the plant for operation.

Additional machinery was pur-

chased but the venture was still unprofitable.

Inability to

understand the process of handling clay seemed to be the
chief source of trouble.
The plant was finally turned over to other local people
and they succeeded in securing more experienced men to operate
the plant.

Freight rates were cheaper by this time and new

markets were secured in the West.

They soon began the manu-

facture of all kinds of clay and stoneware.

Their work was

so extensive that two branch houses were opened for the distribution of their manufactures, one located in Kansas City,
Missouri, and the other in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 43
Al though it was a losing business at first-, much credi t
is due to the perseverance of the company who started the
enterprise, as well as to those who have made the manufacture
of clay products a successful undertaking in Pittsburg.
Mercantile Enterprises
Industrial development in and around Pittsburg, an
abundance of comparatively cheap land in the vicinity and
43Interview on August 7~ 1933 with E. E. Valker.
/
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the independent spirit generated by pioneer life, even in
the early times, made it imperative that mercantile enterprises should develop apace in order that the needs of the
people be properly supplied.
A drug store which was built and operated by George E.
Richey was the initial mercantile venture in Pittsburg. 44
Mr. Richey did not long continue business in that location as
~.

R. Lindburg and John Stryker had taken over the store when

the little town could boast of only forty-nine inhabitants.
Mr. Lindburg afterwards bought the building and 10t. 45
The first general store was built by W. G. Seabury in
the winter of 1876-77.
twenty feet square.
in Girard. 46

It was a one-story frame building,

Mr. Seabury operated a general store

One evening after closing hours in the spring

of 1877, he loaded a wagon with a few bolts of calico, other
dry goods and notions and started for Pittsburg.

The next

morning the store was opened for business. 47
In those very early days, C. S. Clanton put .up a building
~

44Crawford County, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 35.
45Mr. Lindburg moved the frame building away and put up
a substantial brick structure. This corner has been occupied
as a drug store ever since.--Pittsburg_Headlight, May 19, 1926.
46pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
47Mr. Neal Wood was the general manager of the store.
Shortly after the opening he saw a oman approaching on horseback. This customer was Hortense Ferguson, ho carried with
her a brass kettle filled with eggs. The eggs were traded
for calico--the first transaction in the new store.
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south of the Richey store.
since he was no

He first set up a barber shop;

experienced- in that line, he put in a stock
roceries.

of general cerchandise an

His business then

flourished. 48
The first lumber establishment in Pittsburg began busineSs in 1879.

This was located near the Frisco station at

Broad ay and is now known as the Nuttman--Lemon Lumber
pany.

T e Pittsburg

L~~ber

Company, which 1 ter became the

Carey--Lombard--Young Company

ad its beginning in 1881.

49

The Long--Bell Lumber Com any opened a yard in 188
'uch had been

acco~plished

in the later

add to the prosperity of the nec town.
also made generous contributions.
flourishin

Co~-

sev~nties

to

The early eighties

Prior to 1881 three

flour mills had been established by Bruner and
Klock opened a butcher shop in 1880 on lest

treet, but he sold out t

Fourt

0

years later and

up a grocery store on the adjoining lot.
to carryon his business in that

s~e

0

ened

Mr. Klock continued

location for

t~enty

years.
Different agencies prompted thp rapid !rovth of the
city.

Henry Kptt er 5

48pitts urg

Iho

c~e

from .aola and
1 , B

,orked as a

6.

49Ibid.
50 r. Kettler open
his own s ore a ev' ye rs later and
was a sociated directly or indirectly with the drug usiness
beyon the time of this survey . . e ha had his store i1
sever' 1 different locations.
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clerk in a local drug store did much to encourage civic
interests.

James-B. Smith opened an exclusive dry goods

store in the building now qccupied by the John Sell Hardware
Company. 51
The population had reached 3500 by 1883 and the fo110wing establishments were flourishing:

eight general stores,

four meat markets, four drug stores, three blacksmith shops,
three lumber yards, three millinery stores, two shoe shops,
one clothing store, one exclusive grocery, and one furniture
store. 52
Among the older business enterprises of the city is the
Pittsburg Elevator Company, located at Third and Grand.

It

composed the grain department of the Sanford--Robfnson--Lemon
Lumber Company which had been organized in 1884.

This new

department began to operate in 1886. 53
The later eighties and early nineties brought additional
concerns to the growing city.54

While the last decade of this

survey has not witnessed the opening of a great variety of
businesses, it has foreshadowed the merging of some of the
smaller stores and the beginnings of several wholesale establishments as well as the thriving Dusiness connected with the
51pittsburg Headlight, Yay 19, 1926.
52A. T. Andreas, Histo~ of ~ State of Kansas, p. 1129.
53Interview on August 29, 1933 with A. L. Scott, president
and manager of the Pittsburg Elevator Company.
54 A list of these enterprises will be found in the Appendix.
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automobile industry.55
~ ~

Dillon

~

Packing

The beginning of the Hull and Dillon Packing Company
dates back to 1885 when Louis Hull came from Parsons to Pittsburg and opened a shop on the west side of Broadway between
Third and Fourth Streets.

Mr. Hull, who was enterprising and

industrious, enjoyed an excellent trade and "soon found that
it was necessary to enlarge his place of business.
secured larger quarters across the street.

He

He was joined by

his brother-in-law, Thomas Dillon, and it was in the new
quarters that the foundation was laid for the packing plant,
which now occupies fourteen acres on Cow Creek, west of the
city.56
The Pittsburg Headlight of May 19, 1926 contains the
following article in regard to this business:
From a modest little "meat market" to one
of the largest and best known packing plants in
the triangle of the three states of Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, is the record of Hull and
55This survey, as has been stated before, covers the first
forty years of Pittsburg's existence.
56 The site, an old homestead with a history, was purchased
from C. B. Smelker on April 21, 1887. According to tradition,
the H. M. lmyberry family landed on that spot October 21, 1859
and took up their home in a rude hut. This hut, erected on
the site of the future city of Pittsburg, consisted of a number of old wagon boards nailed together, with mud plastered in
the cracks. The Mayberrys endured many hardships, not the
least of which were the raids made by the "busy whackers" or
rebel sympathizers. After leaving the place because of bandit danger the family did not return and the homestead passed
in 0 the hands of C. B. Smelker.--Pittsburg Headlight, May 19,
1~26 •
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Dillon, whose enterprise forms an important link
in the industrial life of Pittsburg, with a
volume of business that approaches the million
dollar mark yearly • • • . • The market it affords
to the farmers, with minimum shrinkage, is
regarded as a most important and genuine asset
to the community.

An outstanding feature of the Hull and Dillon products
is that they are all government inspected.

The plant does

not operate unless there is a United States inspector at
hand.

This means that all the meat is tested according to

best scientific standards as adopted by the government. 57

The financial institutions in a city have much to do
-with its growth and development.

The untiring promoters of

Pittsburg saw this and in the early days of the city, they
showed great interest in organizing banks.
In August 1880 what was then known as the Bank of
Pittsburg, the first bank in the city, was established by
the

0

ners of the Bank of Girard as a branch of that bank

(both were private banKs); the branch in Pittsburg was in
charge of E. G. Chapman and H. Adams.

It was situated in

a small frame building on the east side of Broad ay between
Third Street and Fourth Street. 58
57Interview on August 15, 1933 with E. D. Henneberry,
ana<Ser.
58Intervie, on August 15, 1933 -"i th E. C. Webber, cashier.
tir. Webber has been associated ith this bank for thirty-five
years.
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In 1882 the entire co~ern having a $10,000 stock was
organized by S. H. Lanyon, F. W. Lanyon, H. C.

illard and

James Patmor 59 who continued to conduct the institution as
the Bank of Pittsburg.

One of the first acts of the new

proprietors was to increase the capital stock to $20,000.
The business of the bank increased so rapidly that it soon
became necessary to have more commodious quarters and the
little frame building was moved into the street where businesS was carried on until the new building, a brick structure
on the old site, was ready for occupancy.
In March 1885 the bank was incorporated as the National
Bank of Pittsburg, familiarly known as the Lanyon Bank, and
the capital stock was increased to $50,000.

The first meet-

ing of the Board of Directors was held on March 18 and officers were elected. 50

The capital stock was increased to

$100,000 in 1890 and the surplus to $20,000.

The bank moved

to its present location in May 1895 and on May 4, 1904 purchased the building and installed new fixtures. 5l
The First National Bank of Pittsburg took out its charter on February I, 1885.

It was located between Third Street

and Fourth Street on the west side of Broadway, and had a
capital stock of $25,000. 52
59The names of Lanyon and Patmor have been connected with
the banking business in Pittsburg since 1882.
50 See Appendix.
5lInterview on August 15, 1933 with ~. Webber.
52 See Appendix.
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~nen

Pittsburg was booming in 1888, Franklin Playter

with eastern capitalists promoted the building of a new
opera house and at the same time talked of a new bank.

The

result was that the Opera House building was erected on the
corner of Fourth Street and Broadway, now known as the
llational Bank building.

The corner room was arranged for

the new ba k, which took form as the Manufacturers'
Bank and

'ational

as sponsored by A. L. Chaplin, Jno. A. Nuttman

and Charles S. Smith.

Hardly was this done when E. F. Por-

ter, "i th others, organi zed the Pi ttsburg Savings Bank.
It occupied a portion of the room reserved for the lianufacturers' National Bank.

Shortly after.ards the Manufacturers'

National Bank found it advantageous to take over the Fittsburg Savings Bank without loss to the depositors.

In the

meantime, the National Bank of Pittsburg had built and occupied a brick building :hich is now a part of the room Ihere
the Up-to-Date Furniture

om any is located.

The Manufacturers' National Bank put up a ne
on Fifth and EroadITay.

building

en it vacated the Opera House

building, the Kational Bank purchased the Opera House building and

~oved

lational B nk.

into the corner vacated by the Kanufacturers'
In 1 96 the kanufacturers' National Bank

iquidated without loss
'ational Bank
10cation. 63

0

its stockholders, and the

~irst

urchased the building and moved into its new
In January 1903, James Patmor disposed of his

-----------63Pitt burg Headligh1, Uay 19, 19 6.
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holdings in the National Bank of Pittsburg and organized the
First State Bank of Pittsburg. 64
The organization of the National Bank of Commerce was
brought about by Bert Maxwell in 1906 and the last bank whose
organization is included in this survey, the Pittsburg State
Bank, was founded and chartered by the Miller Brothers of
Mulberry, Kansas, in 1914. 65
Pittsburg Clearing House.--During the panic of 1907 the
Pittsburg bankers called a meeting and agreed on certain
lines that kept the credit of the city on a sound basis.
Cash was paid at all banks; no scrip was issued.

The neces-

sity for cooperation was the initial step in organizing the
Pittsburg Clearing House Association.

Mr. E. V. Lanyon was

elected president of the association and still retained that
position in 1916. 66
~

Estate

~

Loan Associations

Value of Pittsburg real estate increased steadily.
Contributing factors in the big advancement in value were
due chiefly to development of the various resources which
attracted capital and enterprise.

The early growth through

64The names of the bank officials will be found in the
Appendix.
65S ee Appendix.
66Interview on August 15, 1933 with Jay N. Patmore
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railroads, zinc smelters, railroad shops, foundries, the
manufacturing of clay products and many others had much to
do with the value of Pittsburg real estate.
Since the very foundation and organization of the city,
prominent and enterprising citizens have been alert in the
promotion of home building.

This enterprise was started not

only as a financial venture but also for the betterment-and
upbuilding of the town.
In 1881 C. A. Miller opened a real estate and loan
office.

This was the nucleus of the building and loan organ-

izations.

The Pittsburg Building, Saving and Loan Associa-

tion was organized in 1883.
March.

A state charter was granted in

The books were then opened for subscription, with an

authorized capital of $1,000,000.

Among the pioneers engaged

in this business may be listed the names of C. A. Miller,
F. C. Werner, John Lindburg, Franklin Playter, E. H. Klock,
W. J. Watson, D. J. Dean, F. B. Wheeler and ~. E. Coulter. 5 ?
F. C. Werner was the first insurance agent i? Pittsburg. 58

In 1889 he started the business in which he is

still engaged.

His field has always been extensive and

includes policies for twelve fire insurance companies, three
5?Mr. Coulter has been associated in this business under
different firm names: Coulter--YcCormick, 1904-1905; Coulter--Ralston, 1905-1930. Since 1930, his son, B. R. Coulter
has been a member of the ftrm Coulter and Coulter.--Interview on August 18, 1933 with E. E. Coulter.
58Interview on August 18, 1933 with F. C.

erner.
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bonding companies and three casualty companies.

In 1916

he sold the insurance business to John Blair but continues
to handle loans.
The Home Building Company, conducted by Coulter and
~alston,

began business in 1906.

Their general plan was to

build homes and sell them on easy terms; this, however, was
not the only phase of the bustness in which they
ested.

ere inter-

They engaged in all its branches, including insurance

ana 10ans. 69
The real estate, loans and insurance companies expanded
with the town and their contribution to the promotion of the
city's rapid development cannot be overlooked.

69Interviews on August 18, 1933 witn F. C. Werner and E.E.
Coulter.

CHAPTER III
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Railroads

The history of the railroad service begins with the
founding of the town, for the construction of the railroad between Joplin and Girard was contemporary with the
establishment of Pittsburg.

Although the Joplin--Girard

road was a short independent line, it gave the town direct
communication with outside markets.
The Joplin--Girard railroad did not long remain an
independent line.

In 1879 it was bought by the st. Louis

and San Francisco railroad,l commonly known as the Frisco.
Thus the Frisco was the first trunk line to connect with
Pittsburg by means of a branch line.

Soon after the trans-

fer of the roadbed of the Joplin Railroad Company to the
Frisco, the latter company acquired large coal·pr?ducing
areas and became the largest coal producer of the section.
In this way the Frisco Company gave impetus to the development of the zinc and coal fields. 2
The next road to reach Pittsburg was the Missouri Pacific over a branch line from Nevada, Missouri, through Pittsburg to Chetopa, Kansas, where it connected with the main
lRecords, Crawford County Abstract Company.
2Pittsburg §yg, February 28, 1926.
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line of the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas.

This was brought

about through the ingenuity of the founder and "booster" of
Pittsburg, Franklin Playter. 3
in November 1885. 4

Work was begun on the project

Three months later the surveyors laid

out a roadbed on Tenth Street along which the road was soon
built, and train service was then established.

The first
passenger train arrived in Pittsburg July 3, 1886. 5
The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe soon followed by
extending its line from Girard to the coal pits north of

Pittsburg.

By November 1886 the line connected Frontenac,
Pittsburg, and Girard. 6 This line, no doubt, was established
to obtain coal interests, for soon after its coming, the company was operating two of the largest coal mines in the Pitts-

burg field.
The laying of a spur off the Frisco track leading to
what was known as Litchfield Junction was the next railroading project.

That point served as a coal operation base

where strip mining was carried on rather extensiv.ely at that
time.?

It was intended that this line would connect with

3Playter conceived the idea of a cut-off to Chetopa and
convinced Jay Gould, the principal owner of the road, that
the shorter route would be an advantage to his interests.
Gould wished to block the advance of the Y. K. & T.
4Pittsburg Headlighi, November ?, 1885.
5Pittsburg Headlight, July 6, 1886.
6Pittsburg Headlight, November 18, 1886.
?Pittsburg Sun, February 28, 1926.
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the main line of the Frisco at Columbus, but the work was
stopped when the road reached Weir City.
The last road to reach Pittsburg was the Kansas City,
Pittsburg and Gulf.
and Southern, later

This, with the Pittsburg, Fort Smith
bec~~e

known as the Kansas City Southern.

In 1891 A. E. Stilwell and associates were promoting
a railroad from Kansas City to the Gulf of Mexico.

The first

section was to run as directly as possible from Kansas City
to Joplin, and small towns were to be disregarded.

Since

Stilwell had interests in Pittsburg,8 he favored having the
road run through the town.

E. L. Martin, who was president

of the road, opposed the measure and stated frankly that the
new road would not be swerved aside to hit small towns. 9
Franklin Playter was again Pittsburg's leader in promoting the measure.

He began at once to negotiate with Mr.

Martin and to try to persuade him to relent in the matter.
The following account of the transaction appeared in the
Pittsburg Headlight, in a special Jubilee

Edition~

May 19,1926.

Mr. Playter went to Kansas City to get the
new road to enter Pittsburg. E. L. Martin of
Kansas City was president of the road. Mr.
Playter called on him. The first meeting with
Martin was not a satisfactory one • • • • • He
told Martin that the company was making a big
mistake in missing Pittsburg, pointing out the
various advantages of touching the growing city.
"'We have adopted the policy of going
straight to Joplin regardless of how near we
8Yr. Stilwell erected the Stilwell Hotel at Seventh and
Broadway in 1889.
9Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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are to other cities along the route," Mr. Martin told Pittsburg's ambassador. "You are
wasting your time and my time to attempt to get
us to change."
"I will be here to see you every morning
until you change your mind," Mr. Playter responded.
Finally, after three or four days, Mr.
Playter met with a different reception when he
made his usual calIon Mayor Martin.
"We will build into Pittsburg," Mr. Martin
told Mr. Playter. "You are to get us the right
of way from the time we enter Kansas until we
leave it and give us a bonus of $25,000."
"There are some conditions we shall insist
upon," Mr. Playter replied. "We want Pi ttsburg
made a division point, your shops built there,
and the name of Pittsburg put into your road's
name."
There may have been some argument about
this, but Martin, having surrendered partially
to Pittsburg, now made a complete surrender.
"I want twenty-four hours to give you an
answer to your proposal," the Pittsburg man told
him. This was agreeable.
Mr. Playter came jubilantly back to Pittsburg on the first train. He fixed up a bond
guaranteeing that the money for the bonus and
to prOVide the right of way would be forthcoming. He asked Frank Y. Lanyon of the National
Bank of Pittsburg and John R. Lindburg, president
of the First National Bank of Pittsburg to sign
the bond. They did.
Back to Kansas City he went with the bond,
and the matter of the new railroad's coming to
Pittsburg was settled. By a vote of four to one
the ci ti zens of Pi ttsburg endorsed the work .of
~r. Playter
hen on September 13, 1992 they put
up 40,000 to carry out Pittsburg's part of the
agreement, made ~y the town's solitary and
resourceful salesman.
The raising of funds for the guarantee

as brought about

through a spirited campaign for the issuance of city bonds
and "as authorized at an election on September 13, 1892 by
a vote of 1053 to 397. 10

Under the laws governing the

issuance of bonds to aid railroad companies in securing
10City Records, III, 2~4.
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right-of-way and facilities, it was stipulated that no
second class city could extend aid to exceed twenty thousand dollars to any railroad.

To

evad~

this obstacle, it

was necessary to vote the bond issues to two separate companies.

One bond of twenty thousand dollars was issued to

the Kansas, Pittsburg and Western Railroad Company and
another of the same amount was given to the Pittsburg, Fort
Smith and Southern Railway Company.ll
The two railroad companies constructed their lines,
each with a small amount of mileage in Kansas.

On June 29,

1893, the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf, the name under
which the different parts of the line were operating, established both freight and passenger service through Pittsburg.
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company was organized
in the spring of 1900, and took over the property and
franchises of the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad
Company and its subsidiaries.
Pittsburg

bec~~e

the headquarters for the

of the northern division
De

~ueen,

9ith this consolidation,
superin~endent

hich extends from Kansas City to

Arkansas, a distance of four hundred thirty-three

miles. 12
Pos! Office
In the days of the cowboys, the Indians and a few

ll~ Records, III, 223-224.
12Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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struggling settlers, one of the settlers, George Hobson,13
took up a claim two miles south and one-half mile east of
what is no

Pittsburg, as a soldier's homestead. 14

The home was a one-story log cabin which also served
as a general store and, it may be said, the post office, for
even in the days of the late sixties, Mr. Hobson,

ho was

mail carrier, clerk and postmaster, rode to Fort Scott to
get the mail for the settlers.

This point of mail distribu-

tion came to be called Iowa City.15
After the town site was plotted with the advent of the
railroad, New Pittsburg was the logical place for mail distribution.

Previous to this time, the postal authorities

induced Mr. Hobson to resign and Iowa City ceased to exist
as a post office but the building remained.

In the early

nineties it was enclosed by a stockade and served as a dance
13Crawford County, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 36.
14It is interesting to note that this farm ~hich furnished land for the site of the first post office also furnished the ground for the first cemetery. After the death
of
• Hobson, his son, John, wishing that his father's
grave should be located where it would have care, made inter,ment on the far corner of the farm. This location is on
Broad ay, south of the main entrance to Highland Park Cemetery. Thus the old Hobson cemetery on South Broadway is now
a part of Highland Park Cemetery. The land comprising the
Catholic cemetery was sold by the Hobsons to the church committee in 1886.
15~r. Hobson left southeast Iowa in August 1865. He
made the trip overland with a wagon train of relatives and
friends. The trip required several months as droves of catt~e were herded along by the pioneers to start farming.-PIttsburg Headlight, Hay l~, 1926.
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hall.' It

as later torn down;16

Prior to 1876 mail was also distributed. at the following Places in the vicinity of Pittsburg:

Hope, two miles

east and one and one-half miles south; Stronghold, five and
one-half miles northwest on the Alfred Williams' farm;
Lecoy, six miles northeast on the Jones' farm (afterwards
moved to the Magie farm); Carbon (afterwards changed to
Litchfield), five miles northeast. 17
Thus we see that the early settlers in this vicinity
had the mail service common to the times.

A. J. Georgia

received the appointment as postmaster when President Grant,
in 1876, established the post office at New Pittsburg, a
little coal ca~p of thirty-one people. 18
Alfred E. Nau, the second postmaster, served from 1886
to 1890 and was followed by O. S. Casad who had charge from
that time to 1894.

On August 2, 1893 a petition was made

to the postmaster general to furnish free city delivery in
Pittsburg. 19
The first post office was located at Third Street and
16Pittsburg Headlight, 1my 19, 1926.
17Cra ford County, Kansas; by Home Authors, p. 36. This
particular article was written by A. G. Georgia, who before
receiving the appointment as postmaster had served as superintendent of Crawford County schools and later was a teacher in
the Pittsburg school.
.
18The Kanza, the second annual of the State Manual Trainlog Normal (now Kansas State Teachers College), published in
1911, p. 145.
19City Records, II,. 288.
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Broadway.

Vfuile Charles Patmor, the fourth postmaster, was

serving, the post office was moved to Sixth street and BroadThis building is now occupied by the J. C. Penney Store.
It was also during Mr. Patmor's term that the city passed
the 10,000 mark in population and was entitled to city delivery.

However, it

as not until early in W. H. Yarcho's term

(1898-1902) that the delivery was fully established, with
five carriers, four of them foot carriers and O. S. Casad as
horseback man.

This was on April 16, 1899. 20

The rural free delivery with two routes was also established during Mr. Yarcho's term, on October 9, 1899, through
the efforts of Charles Curtis (then U. S. Representative) and
Cyrus Leland.

The rural routes from Pittsburg were among the

earliest established in the United States. 21
W. J. Watson began in 1902 to serve as postmaster.

nis

term was longer than that of his predecessor and extended to
one year before the close of the present survey.

During his

incumbency, two changes were made in the location of the
post office.

The building in use during the first part of

his term increased in value with the expansion of the city
until the government considered it too high a rental and
decided on another move.

Consequently the post office was

removed to 712 North Broadway.22

It is interesting to note

20Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
21Interview on August 7, 1933 with Fred Fitch, assistant
postmaster.
22Rittsburg Headlight. May 19, 1926.
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tha t · in 1906, thirty years from the date of establishment,
the office had gro\7TI to employ eight clerks, eight city letter carriers, and eight rural carriers; and had established
regulation screen wagon service with three wagons with which
to deliver all mail from the railway depots. 23
In 1907, through the efforts of U. S. Senator Charles
curtis and U. S. Representative Phil Campbell an appropriation
was secured.

After a spirited contest for the site on which

to locate the new building, the corner of Seventh Street and
Locust was selected.

The half block of ground was purchased

by business men and residents and given to the government
for the sum of $1.00.

The acceptance of this generous gift

made it possible for the entire

approp~iation,

seventy-five

thousand dollars, to be put into the building. 24
The Pittsburg post office had the distinction of being
designated the first Postal Savings Bank in the state of
Kansas.

It was opened on January 4, 1911, and in a very

short time had a large number of patrons.

Many

c~tizens

of foreign birth regarded Uncle Sam as the proper person to
handle their savings.
Bank received

In four months, the Postal Savings

11,015 in deposits, divided into one hundred

sixty accounts. 25
23The Kanza, 1911, p. 145.
24Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
25
The Kanza, 1911, p. 145.
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·The federal building, for which an appropriation was
obtained in 1907, was completed and ready for ocnupancy
July 12, 1911. 26

The general public on that day viewed

with pride the beautiful structure which is fifty-six by
ninety feet and occupies a lot one hundred fifty by one
hundred seventy feet.

The style of the building carries the

entablature effects of Grecian architecture, and its exterior reflects in its modest severity the policy of its substantial

o\~er,

while the interior is beautiful in rich con-

struction of high quality.27
Tne post office in Pittsburg was rated and declared an
office of the first class on July 1, 1913.
Lou Johnson, an appointee of President Wilson, succeeded Mr. Watson in 1915. 28
Electric Lines
The history of the electric railway systems of Pittsburg as recorded in the city records had its beginning
March 20, 1890 when the city council granted to the Pittsburg Railway Company, promoted by B. F. Hobart, the right
26Interview on July 13, 1933 with Mr. Fitch.
27Since the closing date of this survey (1915), another
appropriation was received to be used in enlarging the structure and providing accommodations for an inspector and an income tax collector. The work was completed in December 19~1.
28At this writing, July 16, 1933, Mrs. Minnie True,
daughter of R. E. Carlton of pioneer days, is in her eleventh
year in charge of the littsburg post office.
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to construct and operate a street railway line on Broadway.

The ordinance granting the franchise specit"ied the

construction and operation of not less than two miles of
track.

It also provided for a double track on Broadway

from the .risco to the Missouri Pacific tracks.

Another

feature was "that all repair shops, rolling stock and offices
shall be in Pittsburg, Kansas."29
The work of constructing the road progressed rapidly and
the first cars were run over a part of the line October 20,
1890.

The road extended north to the zinc smelters and was

an accommodation to the employees in going to and from their
work.

It may be added here that this extension to the smel-

ters meant an additional mile beyond what the contract called
for, because Hr. Hobart was interested in promoting the
growth of the city and he was a heavy stockholder in both
the zinc and smelter companies. 30
The company did not build a power house but purchased
power from the Pittsburg Gas, Light and Coke Company.

When

David Ramsay became general manager of the system, a car
barn and shop for light repair work was built at the southwest corner of Twentieth and Broadway.

The line was operated

for several years but was sold to the Pittsburg Frontenac
29City Records, III, 253-258; also Ordinances 216-218.
30Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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and Suburban. 31
Forest Park Electric Railway.--The next electric line to

-

operate was a cross-town system.

The franchise for this was

granted to Dr. George W. Williams on July 15, 1891. 32

He

in turn assigned the franchise to the Forest Park Electric
Company.
pleted.

The line again changed management before being comIt was then in the hands of W. A. Swan, W. D. Ford

and Edward Van Gundy.
Forest Park was located at the west end of the line and
the company determined at once to make this a place of
Mento

A band

~~use-

hich had previously entertained crowds on the

street at the corner of Fourth and Bruadway was engaged to
give evening concerts at the new center of amusement, which
proved to be quite an attraction to the park.
The line was finally sold to the Pittsburg Frontenac
and Suburban Street Railway.

It was later aoandoned from

east Pittsburg to Grand Avenue on Fourth Street and the track
and ties

ere removed. 33

~ttsburg

Frontenac and Suburban.--The Pittsburg Frontenac

and Suburban Railway secured a thirty-five year franchise
shortly after having purchased the Forest Park Line and its
31Pittsburg Headlight, Kay 19, 1926.
32City Records, II, 18-23.
33Pittsburg Headlignt, May 19, 1926.
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.
nt • 34
equlprne

These two lines were to be linked and operated

as one.
The new company built its own power house and proposed
to extend the line south to Chicopee, a new mining camp.

A

franchise was drafted and presented to the city council.
Although strongly opposed by a rival company,35 the ordinance
granting the franchise was passed by a standing vote of five
to three. 36
The Chicopee extension was constructed during the winter of 1896 and the spring of 1897.

The Pittsburg Frontenac

and Suburban completed its electric lighting and proceeded
to furnish current for electric lighting.
began on April 17, 1897.

Regular service

The entire line extending from

Frontenac to Chicopee was then under one management.
The Pittsburg Frontenac and Suburban in 1901 changed
its name to the Pittsburg Railroad Company, operating the
street railway, and the Pittsburg Light and Power Company
operating the electric lighting and power plant.

With the

completion of the Chicopee line, there was no more' extension
of the electric railway for nine years. 37
34 The franchise was granted on September 5, 1894, according to Revised Ordinances (1899), p. 265.
35The Pittsburg Gas ~ight and Coke Company was serving the
city at that time.--Pittsburg Headlight, Y~y 19, 1926.
36City Records, II, 506.
37
Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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In April 1905 Mr. Fred H. Fitch, who had become manager
and principal owner of the road, began an extension to Scammon which would eventually end at Columbus.

The work was

rushed along as fast as conditions would permit.

The line

was completed from Chicopee to Weir on March 9, 1906, and on
March 11, the initial trip was made. 38
on account of limited power.

Service was irregular

The completion of a new power

plant at Scammon gave an assurance of sufficient current, and
regular service was thus established.
The next move was to extend the line on to Columbus.
A provision of the Columbus franchise that the line must be
completed by October first, or the company would forfeit a
two thousand dollar bonus given it by the
sary to hasten the last few miles

cit~

made it neces-

ith all possible speed.

In order to save this bonus, a large force of workmen worked
all night long on the thirtieth of September stringing trolley wires.

By morning the line was completed and the bonus

was saved.

The towns thus linked together by the line were:

Frontenac, Pittsburg, Kirkwood, Chicopee, Fleming, Schwab,
Daisy Hill, Weir City, Scammon, Stipville, Turck and Mineral. 39
~~Q

Electric QQ2!

~ Bailw~.--On

March 14, 1907, the

Girard Electric Coal Belt Railway Company was launched.

All

the stockholders were residents of Girard and the capital was
38Pittsburg Headlight, Kay 19, 1926.
39 Ibid •
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home capital. 40

The line was built from Girard to Ringo and

thence to DunkirR.

The main line branched off at Ringo and

ran east to Edson, Franklin, Arma and Croweburg.

The prin-

cipal object in constructing and promoting the road was to
secure better steam road connections for the mineral output.
This road was operated several years and was finally sold to
the Heim interests.
Joplin

~

Pittsburg Electric Railway.--In July 1907, the

Joplin and Pittsburg Railway Company agreed to build and have
a line in operation between Joplin and Pittsburg within one
year.

They were granted a franchise for the operation of a
street car system but ther~ was no provision for lighting. 41

The Heim interests had been granted a franchise by the city
of Joplin and it was rumored that it waB their intention to
build and operate a street car system linking the coal and
mineral belts.

Some rivalry was met in this undertaking and

the deal was not consummated at that time. 42
During the period of construction, the Heim interests,
under the name of the Pittsburg and Kansas City Railway Company, purchased the roadbed and rolling stock of the Girard
Electric Coal Belt Railway Company and soon afterwards united
it with "the Joplin and Pittsburg Railway Company.

40~rd Pres~, March 14, 1907.
41City Records, II, 7; also Ordinance 993.
42pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.

This union
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ga~e

the one system one hundred six miles of electric lines,

more than

twel~e

miles of which were within the city limits

of Pittsburg.
This system was the connecting link between the coal
fields of southeastern Kansas, south estern Missouri and
northern Oklahoma.
the

ad~ancement

It was one of the greatest factors in

of Pittsburg,

gi~ing

the people a regular

and dependable passenger ser~ice as well as freight ser~ice.43
Light and Gas
The old time lanterns, replaced by the coal oil lamps,
served satisfactorily in furnishing light during pioneer
The homeseeker, being thoroughly comfortable with an

d~s.

available supply of cheap coal and common stoves, had no
vision of the gas stoves or modern appliances that would
replace these lighting and heating facilities in less than
two decades.

As the town expanded, modern conveniences

came to be in demand.
lectricity for lighting was first furnished by a private individual.
nish the city

O. T. Boaz was granted a franchise to fur-

ith electric lights as early as September II,

1886. 44

43The decline in the mlnlng industry, the general use of
automobile and truck service and the depression in business
made the demand for interurban lines less imperative. The
service was discontinued graduallYr the Frontenac line being
the last to withdraw servi~e (1933).
44City Records, II, 7; also Ordinance 157.
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The Pittsburg Gas, Light and Coke Company was incorporated in the city in February 1889.

On November 1, 1889,

this company obtained a franchise to establish, operate and
maintain a system for twenty-one years. 45

Some corrections

of the terms were made on February 21, 1890. 46
The entrance of the electric railway into the city in
Harch 1890 links another phase in the history of lighting
facilities.

The electric railway company did not build a

power house when the line was first built but purchased
po er from the Pittsburg Gas, Light and Coke Company.

The

promoters of the extension of the electric lines were also
interested in the smelting industry and the operations of
the two were closely allied.

The management of the electric

railway changed hands several times.

The need of furnishing

-

power at the company"s expense was evident from an economic
standpoint.

In 1894

t~e

Pittsburg Frontenac and Suburban

purchased the electric line and erected a power plant on East
Twentieth Street.

Regular service for the distribution of

po.er from this plant began JUly 1, 1895.

A contest for

competition in serving the city then began between the Pittsburg Light and Coke Company and the Pittsburg Frontenac and
Suburban.

It was the all-absorbing question in the minds

of those interested and was the occasion of many special
45City Records, II, 241; also Ordinance 225.
46 .
~., p. 268.
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meetings of the city council. 47

The street car company

secured the franchise on April 14, 1897, enlarged the
electric lighting plant which they had previously constructed
and furnished the current for commercial lighting.
plant at that time had a capacity of 1000 lights
use.

The light
ith 800 in

By 1916 there were more than 5000 users. 48
The Pittsburg Frontenac and Suburban changed its name

to the Pittsburg Light and Po er Company in 1902 and still
continued to furnish light and power.
In 1905 the Home Light, Heat and Power Company was
organized by Morris Cliggit, a prominent attorney.

This

company purchased the holdings of the Pittsburg Gas, Light
and Coke Company in 1905, and in 1907 the holdings of the
Pittsburg Railway and Light Company.

The stockholders of

the Home Light Company were Pittsburg men and the enterprise
was financed exclusively with Pittsburg capital.

It was the

policy of this corporation to make the project a success
financially and Mr. Cliggit announced that there would be
no extensions for a year at least. 49
The Home Light Company merged with the Kansas Gas and
Electric Company in April 1909 and continued to operate
47CitY Records, II and III; also Revised Ordinances 142,
157, 161 contain detailed accounts of the proceedings.
48pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
49~.
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under this name until July 15, 1925. 50
Natural gas was first brought into Pittsburg by the
Home Light, Heat and Power Company in 1905.
gas into the city was

~ade

Extension of

possible by making connections

with a gas line between Columbus and Joplin.

File records

show that in 1909 Pittsburg had 2000 users of gas and in
1916 the number had increased to 2800. 51
Water Works
One of the difficult problems that confronted the
earlier inhabitants of Pittsburg was the securing of a supply
of good water for domestic and pUblic purposes.
cisterns seemed unsatisfactory.

Wells and

The water obtained from the

wells was often distasteful, and cistern supply was inadequate.
There were no conveniences in cases of fire and the furnishing of water became a serious problem. 52
At that time "the ci ty was not financially able to construct a water system.

A group of public-spirited citizens,

who were determined that city water should be provided,
50Ur • T. F. Cole, who was superintendent of the Home
Light, Heat and Power Company during its existence, became
manager of the Kansas Gas and Electric Company. This concern
was taken over by the Pittsburg Gas Company, a subSidiary 0
the Doherty interests under the Cities Service Corporation,
JUly 15, 1925.--1nterview on ugust 15, 1933 w'th 'iss Jennie
~cCl~, office, Fittsburg Gas
ompany.
511n

r ie

on August 18, 1933 lith

iss 'cClay.

52Cra~ford _ounty, Kan~, by Home Authors, p. 44.
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arranged to install the

pl~nt

at their own expense.

As in

other proposed projects, the usual "Pittsburg Way"53 of doing
things was ror a number of enterprising citizens to secure
a bonus or local aid and to exert every effort until the
measure was successfully accomplished •
. S. H. Lanyon, H. C. 9illard, J. R. Lindburg, D. Miller,
A. J. Georgia and O. T. Boaz were the promoters of this project.

Early in 1884 O. T. Boaz was sent to Kansas City to

maKe a contract with W. A. Swan for boring a well.
was

"0

The

ell

be located on Pine Street, one-haIr olock west of the

Stilwell Hotel,

011

a lot that had been purchased.

The work

was begun in April and by December, the well had reached a
depth of 1203 feet.

An abundant supply of water was secured

at an expense of five thousand dollars. 54
The stockholders voted to offer the well as a donation,
provided the city would install the works.
was not accepted.

Even this offer

A. H. McCormick came from Parsons the

following spring (1885) to make Pittsburg his

home~

He made

a proposition to Ur. Lanyon that he would purchase the property and well provided that he be permitted to subject the
well to a severe pumping test before making the purchase.
The proposition was accepted; Mr. McCormick made the test.
He pumped the well to the capacity of the pump installed
53Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
54Crawford County, Kansas. by Home Authors, p. 44 •
•
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and found that it was impossible to lower the water to any
appreciable extent.

He then purchased the plant on February

28, 1885 for $3000.

He secured a franchise from the city and

erected the water works. 55

A tower was built and surmounted

by a large tank which could be filled with water pumped
directly from the well.

Gravity pressure forced the water

from this tower into the mains.

Mr. McCormick operated the

plant three years under the name of the Pittsburg Public Water
Works.

He disposed of it to Franklin Playter in 1888. 56

In 1889 an unaccountable shortage was discovered in the
water supply which brought about great consternation among
the people.

Water was pumped from Playter's lake into the

mains during the period of deficiency.

This brought many

objections and resulted in action being taken by the city
council.

Mr. Playter was commanded to cease using pond water

and to supply the city with pure water, otherwise necessary
proceedings would be taken to bring about forfeiture of the
franchise granted to the water company.57
It was then decided that the city officials be permitted to test the well.

The arrangements were that if the

inspection disclosed an adequate supply, the owners were to
pay for the test. but if it proved that the supply was
~5Crawford Count~. Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 45.

56pittsburg Headlight. May 19, 1926.
57City Records. I. 219~

1
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inadequate, the city should bear the expense.

The test was

made and an obstruction in the well was discovered.

When

this obstruction was pushed down by probe, the flow of water
again became normal.

The water works management gladly paid

the expenses of the test which did not exceed $100. 58
In the meantime those who considered the water system
a failure brought about action to reconsider the question.
A meeting at which various plans were proposed was held August
~,

1889, at the Central School building.

One plan was to

purchase a large tract of land along Cow Creek, northwest of
town, to build a dam and levees, and

ith pumps, mains and

settling basins to prepare to pipe water into the city.59
This proposition was rejected because it involved too great
a cost.

Another suggestion was to bore deep wells and in

that way obtain an ample supply.

Nothing definite came out

of this meeting except the appointment of different investigating committees. 60

At a second meeting it was decided to

adopt the deep well plan.

The discovery of the obstIuction

settled the question temporarily.51
In 1894 Playter and his associates sold the water system
to E. O. Emerson of Titusville, Pennsylvania.

The new owner

58Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1925.
59 Craw ford County, Kansas, by Home Authors, pp. 44-45.
60City Records, II, 224.
51Ibid., p. 233.
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bought additional property (the north quarter of the same
block) from W. A. Swan, drilled another well and installed
additional facilities.

One provision of his franchise was

a clause permitting the city to buy the plant, byappraisement, at the termination of any five-year period. 62
The agitation for city ownership became

50

tense that

by October 1904, the city council under the leadership of
Mayor C. N. Price took steps toward the purchase.

For a

period of two years little progress was made in the transaction.

Mayor H. C. Lemon, who succeeded C. N. Price in

1904, employed the W. E. Palmer Company of Kansas City to
made an appraisement of the plant.
($175,822) on

~uly

Palmer's valuatipn

6, 1906 was unsatisfactory to the water

company, and another rirm under the management of W. Kierstead of Chicago was employed to make a second appraisement.
The result of this award of $294,100 plus added improvements
did not meet the approval of the owners. 63

This report was

made during Mayor A. B. Kirkwood's term and no definite
action was taken.

The agitation continued during 1907 and

1908 under Mayor C. A. Fisher's administration.

His succes-

sor, Morris Cliggitt, took active measures to settle the
trouble.

He appointed a committee of

eigh~een

citizens and

four councilmen to make an investigation whereby terms could
be negotiated.

The investigation committee at first proposed

62p ittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
63 Ibid •

56
to agree on a franchise with the company but its efforts
were in vain.

The company claimed that the franchise then

held was a self-renewing one, and either with or without
ne otiations constituted a renewal.
price of $360,000 was named. 54

However, a purchase

According to the city expert's

estimation, this price was exorbitant.

This agitation con-

tinued for another three-year period.
The citizens held a special election July 12, 1910 and
voted bonds to build a new plant according to plans prepared
by W. A. Earl and Company.

Notice was then served on the

Pittsburg Vater Company that the city intended to build a
new plant and that the charter would expire by limitation,
April 21, 1911.

The question of the legality of the bond

election was then presented to the court and later to the
legislature. 55
The question became a very live one in the 1911 session
of the legislature.

3ills were introduced legalizing all

points on vhich the .ater company was contesting the question
in court.

The bill finally passed both houses of the legis-

lature.
After continued negotiation, the Pittsburg

~ater

Com-

pany consented to sell the plant for $225,000 plUS an inventory of the material on hand.

_~ain

a special election to

vote bonds for the purchase was called, and although the
64Pittsburg li~dlight, May 19, 1925.
55 Ib1d •
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proposition was contested, the vote carried.
did not end the trouble.
issue.

This, however,

Buyers refused to buy this bond

Six Pittsburg citizens borrowed the money from St.

Louis banks to purchase the· bonds.

They paid five and one-

half per cent interest on the money until they could sell
the bonds.

In this way, the city of Pittsburg became the

owner of the water plant in 1911. 66
The purchase of a water plant already in operation was
far more advantageous to the city than the installation of
a complete system.

The subsequent showing of the yearly

receipts and expenditures proved that the
timely one.

p~rcha5e

was a

Those who had so strongly opposed municipal

ownership were thoroughly convinced of their error in the
opposition which they had

50

strongly maintained. 67

The system has been improved in many ways and increased

..
,

service bas afforded the extension of mains,
materially aided fire protection.

~hich

There were thirty-eight

miles of mains at the time of the purchase and
in 1916.
mains.

have

fi~ty

miles

Three additional pumps are used to supply the
The four wells (two 12-inch, one 8-inch, and one

6-inch), bored to an average depth of 1500 feet, have a
capacity of 47,000 gallons of water per minute.

The plant

is equipped with a 250-horse power boiler.
66Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
67pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926; also interview on
August 18, 1933 with J. P. Lapworth, superintendent and chief
engineer, ho began his service ith the plant in 1902.
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Sewage System
The need of a sanitary sewage system was evident as
early as 1887.

Those interested in building were handi-

capped unless a sewage system could be provided.

The prop-

osition was discussed at council meetings and by the citizens
in general but no definite action was taken at that time.
A committee was appointed to investigate the type of system
to be used and the probable cost.

Some of the citizens pre-

ferred a storm system and others insisted on a sanitary
drainage system; consequently, little progress was made
until 1888. 68
About this time there was a movement for securing an
opera house and other large buildings.

The plans for these

buildings could not be executed unless sewage could be
afforded.

The agitation for a se age system immediately

became more active.

There was much opposition on account

of taxes, but those interested in the erection of the opera
house regarded it absolutely essential. 69
Mayor William Lanyon

ent to St. Louis and other cities

to investigate their sewage systems.

On his return he

advised the council and citizens that if a drainage system
las all that was required, it could be put in at a small
cost; but if a sanitary sewer system were built, it would
68Citv Records, II, 80.
69Pittsburg li~dlight, May 19, 1926.
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require a careful investigation and an outlay of possibly
1000 for plans. 70
On

as submitted and
•
adopted whereby the necessary arrangements were made pro~anuary

29, 1889, a resolution

viding for the construction of sewer and drainage. 7l

At

the next meeting of the council on February II, 1889, communication from the city engineer relative to the sewer district was read.

Specifications ,ere made for the main

sanitary sewer district No.1 with laterals in the alleys on
either side of Broadway, extending north to Sixth Street on
the weEt side and to Seventh on the east side.

Ordinance 204

relative to the sewer district was read, considered, passed
by sections and passed as a whole on February 14, 1889. 72
The council then received bids for constructing the
sewer system.

These bids, six in number, ranged from $2066.92

to $32,724.80 ana were referred to the committee on sewage. 73
At the following meeting of the city council, the committee
reported on these bids.

Since~.

B.

~enkins

and Company

offered what the councilmen considered the best as well as
the lowest bid, the committee recommended the acceptance
70Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
7l CitY Records, II, 160-161.
72I bid., pp. 165-167.
73lQiQ., p. 175.

?O
this bid.?4
Plans and specifications for sanitary sewer district
No.2 were approved by the city council on February 21,
1900.?5

l~e plans for creating sewer district ~o. 3 were

introduced January 16, 1901,?6 and arrangements for the construction of the main the follo-ning-month.??
The construction of the sewage system really meant the
inauguration of a building era in the business section and
many additions were made both north and sou.h on Broadway.
In addition to the sewer systems mentioned, the city has also
built storm sewers to provide for the flood waters of the
streets.

This was an added expense but has proved its worth

in the long run for the sewer was too small to carry the
volume, resulting in back water and flooding of basements,
which caused the city expense for damages.?8

Pittsburg, now essentially a city of paved streets, has
become largely so since 1912, because previous to that time
74The passage of
opera house, now the
of Fourth Street and
the northeast corner

this ordinance meant the erection of the
Globe Building, on the southwest corner
Broadway, and the McCormick Building on
of Tnird Street and Broad~ay.

75City Records, Ordinance 467, IV (no page given).
76Ibid., Ordinance 488.

77lQiQ., Ordinance

89.

78Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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only forty-eight projects had been completed.
The first petition for paving was submitted to the city
council on August 25, 1890. 79
curbing and paving.

Separate bids were let for

The price of paving at that time was

$1.63 per square yard.
have more than doubled.

Later quotations indicate that prices
Previous to 1909, wages of street

employees were fixed by agreement between the street superintendent and employees, and ranged from $1.00 to $l.EO per
day.

In 1916, laborers were paid

teams received $4.00.

2.50 and laborers with

80

Paving and resurfacing the streets has been a great
problem to the city and has also furnished labor for many
workmen.

The city maintains over fifty miles of pavement,

and the records of council proceedings prove that the
question of street building, widening or improving is foremost among the city's concerns. 81
Telegraph
iestern Union.--Telegraph service in Pittsburg
pensed from the Frisco railway station.
served also as telegraph operator.
the 1estern Union

as first dis-

The local agent

The city records show that

as granted the right to maintain poles and

79City Records, II, 320-328.
80Pittsburg Headlight,

ay 19, 1926.

81City Records, II, III, IV.
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lines in streets, alleys and public ways in 1892. 82
The first

ol~ice

in the down town section was opened in

a small room under the old Playter Opera House, three doors
east of the Lanyon Bank.

Mr. Fred Fretwell, the first oper-

ator in charge, kept the position one year. 83

A small room

back of the Lindburg drug store served for an office next.
In 1900 the office was moved to 105 West Fifth, with Oscar
Sharp in charge.
As business expanded, more space was needed and new
quarters were taken up at 306 North Broad/ay.84 _A manager,
an operator, one bookkeeper, one clerk, four messengers and
one janitor TIere employed to take care of the vork. 85
Postal Telegraph.--The volume of business through telegraphic
service had increased to such an extent by 1913 that the Postal Telegraph found it profitable to open an office.
tember I,

rs. Olive G. Ashford was sent here by the

On Sep~ompany

as first manager and provided with an office in the Stilwell
Hote1. 86
82City Records, II, 199.
83Interview on August 28, 1933 with Yr. Dick Fretwell, son
of Fred Fretwell. Mr. Dick Fretwell is dispatcher for the
Kansas City Southern.
ith J. G. Stinnett, present

84Interview on August 7, 1933
operator.

85Two years later, an oper tor nd a messenger were added
to the force. _ew quarters TIere taken up November I, 1923 at
105 East Fourth Street. The work is ta en care of at present
by the manager, one operator and t 0 messengers.
86Information furnished by
o erator, August 7, 1933.

s.

r. V.

Arnold,

resent
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Telephone
Pittsburg's first telephone service came over the Girard
Exchange.

City records show that maintenance for this exchange

was provided by Ordinance 176, under date of June 1, 1887. 87
In the early days of the smelter, there was telephone
connection between the plant and the down town office. S8
Telephones were becoming more common by December 188J.

Pro-

vision was made at that time to set up a line to be completed
within 120 days.89

The rates were fixed; the maximum charge

for business houses was to be three dollars and for dwelling
houses, two dollars. 90
A proposi tion to install a t'elephone exchange was made
by sever 1 companies.

G. E. Glaflin and James

• Bendure

made such a proposition to the city council on February 7,
1890,91 but they did not get a hearing until the t elfth of
February, that same year, vhen the measure as voted on and
was passed. 92 Specifications were not given on this record
as to where the line was to run and no reference was made to
the location of the office.

A. Besse, W. E. Robsort and B. D.

87 City Records, II, 59.
88Interview on August 7, 1933 with E. V. Lanyon.
89City Records, II, 90.--The record of the minutes of the
meeting does not give the name of the company that received
the franchise.
90City Records, Ordinance 182, II, 90.
91 Ibid ., p. 267.
92 Ibid ., p. 293.
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Rankin were subscribers from the opening of the exchange; not
33
one of them claims to have installed the first instrument.
On ~une 18, 1890, the time for completion of the telephone system was extended sixty days provided that three free
phones would be installed at once for city use and that no
poles would be set on the main street. 94 At the council
meeting,

~une

26, 1830, permission was granted the telephone

company to put poles on all streets except Broadway and Fourth
Street. 95
The .issouri-Kansas Telephone Company offered to put
in a telephone exchange if the city council would grant a
franchise.

Action on the proposition as deferred at the
meeting on November 13, 1890. 96 The proposition came up
again at the meeting on March 15, 1892 and the

per~ission

V<as granted under Ordinance 298. 97
Continuous telephone service may be traced from 1892
when theissouri-Kansas Telephone Company established its
system in the Kirkwood building.
manager.

Henry Love

wa~

the first

There were 3 employees and 60 subscribers in the

beginning; 16 employees and 2,421 subscribers in 1916.
new building was erected at 103-105 West Seventh and was
93pittsburg Headlight, February 27, 1926.
94Q11l Records, II, 308.
951..Qi£., p. 310.
96 Ibid., p. 365.
97 ~
C ' t Records, III, ,188.

A
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ready for occupancy in March 1909.
Grant Hornaday, C. W. Penneman and W. B. Hearst, an
independent company, installed an exchange in 1892. 98
Another organization, the Phoenix Telephone Company, built
an exchange in 1895.

The enterprise was not successful.

The equipment was later sold at a sheriff's sale and realized
$500.
On May 3, 1899, under Ordinance 427, U. S. Baressey
ias granted a franchise to operate a long distance telephone,
and on June 1, the Metallic Telephone System, under the
direction of E. H. Berry, was given permission to operate in
the city.99
The following article published in the Pittsburg

~gn

under date of January 10, 1901 shows that another system was
introduced in Pittsburg.
The Pittsburg Telephone Company is just
beginning operation in our city. For several
months past a large brce of men have been
putting in the line. H. E. est is the name
of the manager. Eighty-five phones are in
working order. Orders are in for over t o-hundred. The price has been reduced.
The Home Telephone Company,
manager, began the

~ith ~r.

E. H. Chapman as

ork of installing an exchange in June

98This company ~as bought out by the Southwestern Telephone Company about 1920. Information furnished by P. V. Jordan, District Manager, outh -estern Telephone Company, on
August 15, 1933.
99City Records, IV (no page given).
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1903. 100
tion.

By October 1 that same year, the line was in opera-

The company had a payroll of about twenty employees.

The Home

Syste~

was confined largely to local calls and the

issouri-Kansas operated the long dist~nce exchange. lOl

In the early days in Pittsburg, express was delivered
from the railway station instead of from a special office
as in later years.
to give service.
fie

~xpress

The Adams Express Company was the first
This was in the late seventies.

The Paci-

Company, ,illich handled express which was routed

over the Missouri Pacific lines, gave service in the late
eighties.

John Jennings was in charge.

A do n town office
was opened at 606 North Broadway in 1895. 102 About this
time, the 'ells Fargo Express Company opened an express
office at 112 West Fourth.

E. E. Brayman and Elmer Jones

vlere associated with this company in the early days.l03
100Interview on August 24, 1933 '-ith Mr. Chapman.
101The Home Telephone Company sold to the Southwestern
Company in 1921. A thirty-foot addition las made to the
building, located at 106 Vest Seventh Street, in 1932. This
consolidated system now has 82 employees and 4,647 subscribers.
--Interview on August 15, 1933 with lr. P. V. Jordan.
102Information furnished by E. V. Lanyon and T. J. Crowell.
Both of these men are old time residents and have witnessed
the various phases in the development of the city.
103In 1918 the various express companies were taken over
by the railroad company as an after-war ·measure and consolidated under the name of the American Railway Express Agency.
Another change was made in 1929. Since that time the management handling express ts known as Railway Express Agency.
The records of the several companies forming the consolidation
are not available according to Mr. J. J. Fogarty, the local
agent.--Interview on August 25, 1933 with Mr. Fogarty.

CHAPTER IV
PUBLIC E TERPRISES
Fire Depa.rtment

Pittsburg, like all towns, had in its infancy the
"bucket brigade" for its fire department.

There are no

records to show that Pittsburg had any large fire hazards
in the early times, but records do show that provisions
were

ade to take care of any

i~ediate

dangers through

organization of volunteer workers. l
Soon after the first city hall was built in 1886, the
hose cart was given a place in the front of the building.
When the fire bell rang as a signal, the volunteer firemen,
ho lived nearest the hose station,

ould run from their

work or from their homes and rush the cart to the fire by
their

0

n motive power.

A second company was organized as the town grew and a
hose cart was provided for the protection of property in
the south part of town.

This hose station was a small gal-

vanized iron structure located at the south end of Pine
Street on Kansas Avenue. 2
The growth of the city, as

ell as advancement in style

of architecture bringing increased height to buildings,
lCity.Records II, 311.
2Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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78
necessitated ladders.

A truck with hooks, ladders and ropes

was provided and housed in the central station where another
~.

team of volunteer workers was organized.
chief of police,

H.

Hol~es,

then

as captain of the central team with R. L.

Berger, assistant police head, as Holmes' assistant.

Resi-

dents of East Pittsburg, who were employed at the smelters,
organized a compnay and a hose cart was prOVided for them. 3
The city records of July I, 1890 give a report made on the
locations of two fire stations, one on the city lots on
Forest Avenue and the other on the first lot south of the
Missouri Pacific station. 4
The city government passed ordinances regarding the
fire department.

By December 16, 1890, each member of the

team was being paid a small compensation in addition to
pay for regular fire calls. 5

On ~arch 2, 1892, an ordinance

as passed to provide for the protection of the fire alarm
system. 6
With expansion of the city, runs were
often the firemen
of the fire.

too'lo~g

and

ere exhausted before reaching the scene

In the winter of 1897, it

as suggested that

a paid fire departIT-ent be instituted and provided with
horses, equipment and everything necessary to insure speedy
3Pittsburg

eadlight, May 19, 1926.

4Ci~ Records, II, 31 •
5 Ibid ., p. 374, Ordinance 264.
6 City Records, III; 186, Ordinance 296.
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arrival at the scene of disaster.?
t

0

It was decided that the

departments could work in conjunction, the paid depart-

ment doing the regular

ork and the volunteer department

being subject to call qn second alarm.

W. H. Holmes and R.

L. Berger were appointed by the city council on November 11,
lS97 to find out the cost of equipment.

They estimated that

a hook and ladder, two horses, harness and hangars and the
remodeling of the hose house would cost $735. S
The first paid fire .department was established February
11, 189S.

The city council appointed W. H. Holmes chief at

a salary of forty dollars a month.
members appointed.

There were three other

The driver was paid forty-five dollars

a month and each fireman forty dollars a month.

All members

were to be on duty subject to call day or night.

Sleeping

quarters were provided over the first station. 9

The minutes

of the council meeting of March 1, 1899 carried an account
of the fire marshal's report.

This report fOl" the· year end-

ing }~rch 1, lS99 showed the expenses to be $2389.10.

At

this same meeting, it was suggested that a telephone be put
in the fireman's room to serve as a fire alarm. lO
7Ci1Y Records, III, 526.
8Interview on August 21, 1933 with Thomas Howe, fire chief.
Mr. Howe se_ved in this capacity from October 1891 to September 16, 1916: He resumed this position in May 1933.
9Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
10~ Records, IV (no page given).
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The growth of the north end of the town was so great by
1907 that the people in that district demanded better fire
protection.
election

or

To meet the demand, the city council called an
he purpose of voting bonds.

voted and the station wa
as fully eq

The bonds were

built at 1412 North Joplin and

ip~ed.

Because of the increased grovth of the south part of
Pit sburg around the Teachers College it was found necessary
either to locate a station ,here the runs
or to install speedier service.
than a third fire s ation
Skourup.

ould be shorter

Motor truck equipment rather

as the solution of Mayor N. H.

The council supported him and a plan was worked

out to rebuild the central fire station and to install motor
trucks.

The council called a

~pecial

election August

~2,

to authorize a bond issue for this

pur~ose,

tember 30 as the time for voting.

The plan of the council

1913

designating Sep-

was to build a nev central station on the city lots at the
rear of Fourth and Pine, across from the Y. ]'. C. A. building.

This bond issue was defeated. ll
City authorities decided their plans were essential

for the proper protection of property and

hey had a special

bill passed in the legislature at Topeka authorizing cities
owning· ater plants to take funds from their profits and
improve the fire fighting facilities.

The theory advanced

to secure this law was that the

orks were in p rt

ater

llCity Becords, IV {no page given).
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created for fire protection and that unless there
-ay provided to get the

as a

ater from the mains to the fire,

there could be no protection.

This law gave the city coun-

cil the right to get the needed fire fighting equipment.
Mains were extended to the Teachers College and the first
test of the water pressure, made on November I, 1913, showed
that the

reS9ure was adequate.

has been am ly

Since then all of

~ittsburg

rotected from fire and few severe fires have

gained headway.12
Public Health
board of health, such as
in the early days of Pittsburg.

e have today, was not known
The greatest difficulties

confronting the pioneer doctors were the enforcing of quarantines and the inadequate means of checking

epide~ics.

City records show that provision was made in the early
eighties for the building of a pest house,13 but no data are
furnished as to what disease

as making head ay 9r where the

house was built.
Another ordinance under date of January 4, 1882,14 was
stated thus:
12Interview on August
chief.
13City Becord , I, 98.
14Ibid ., P • 49-50.

1, 1933 "ith Mr. Thomas Howe, fire
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Jan. 4., 1882. At meeting of city council it
las voted to purchase ~5.00 orth of vaccine for
the purpose of vaccinating poor people or those
unable to pay for the same and that it be left in
the hands of the city c~k for distribution to
all .hysicians Iho ould vaccinate free of charge
and furnish to the city c~rk the names of all
vaccinated.
In the early times as occasion demanded, the mayor
a pointed a board of health, but there does not seem to be
any definite regulation as to the function of the board or
time of service. 15

Such an appointment was made by Mayor

R. E. Carlton, April 16, 1886, and approved by the city
council. 16
As the town grew, more professional men including doctors became its inhabitants.

Regulations were made for these

doctors to take up their practice. 17

In a council meeting

in September 1898, an ordinance regulating the practice of
medicine and surgery was introduced and referred to the committee on ordinances. 18

The ordinance passed at the regular

meeting of the city council on December 21, 1898.
Only indefinite data are available as to particular work
ascribed to a formal board of health or to accomplishments
until 1913.

Records are kept since that time.

15Interview on Au ust 15, 1933 with Dr. A.

G.

oberg.

16The follo.ing officers were appointed: C. A. Fisher,
• 7illiams, Andre Brown, J. C. Morrill and O. Scott.

17 The lal requiring
in Kansas until 1901.

octo~s to register was not. passed

18 City Records, Ordinance 422, IV (no page given).
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Pittsburg Charity and Humane Society.--To a local minister
is due the credit
H~~ane

Society.

gregational

~

initiating the Pittsburg Charity and

The Reverend Gardner, pastor of the Con-

hurch,

wa~

walking do n the street in October

1909 and noticed a number of children playing and loafing in
the street.

He inquired the reason and found that the chil-

dren did not have suitable clothing or books; hence, they
ere staying out of school.' He stated the case to his congregation the next Sunday.

It was voted to make inquiries,

to provide a meeting place in the basement of the church
then located on 7est Third, and to engage Mrs. Sara

cFarlane

to organize the work and try to improve conditions.

The mem-

bers of the congregation contributed to the cause and agreed
to pay

rs.

lcFarlane thirty-five dollars a month for her

services.
The lomen's Federation of Clubs became interested immedlately in the project.
Gibbons, a

They called a meeting at which W. A.

elfare worker from Kansas City,

. s i vited to

speak and give an outline for the organization of vrelfare
70rk.

Otto Greef and J.

a charter.

ells

ere ap ointed to draw up

The work was organized and the charter was granted

under the name of the Pittsburg Charity and Humane Society
on December 14, 1909. 19

A membership drive

three hundred members secured.

The fee

as launched and

s one dollar a year.

This started a fund and with the liberal donations made by
19S ee Appendix for ~ames of officers.

r
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some of the merchants of the city, the new organization was
able to do some .ork.

Mrs • .cFarlane was then authorized to

investigate conditions to promote sanitation and to help the
needy.20

A free employment bureau was established.

cFarlane uas made police matro
headquarters
206

~ere

moved to

i

1913.

Urs.

In June 1913, the

lest Fourth; then to a house at

orth Fine; and in 1915 to the former city hospital. 21
In

he meantime, the public health

the efforts of the doctors
in general.

as also promoted by

ho labored to improve conditions

Valuable services have been rendered by the dif-

ferent doctors

~ho

have filled the office of county health

officer, and also by the Public Health Nursing Association. 22
The different church organizations took care of the members
of their respective congregations.
20 The report for the yea.r 1913, submi t.ted January 1914 by
Mrs. McFarlane sho's that 535 visits were made; 7,920 garments,
10,075 loaves of bread and 559 baskets of provisions lere distributed; clothing and school books furnished to 950 children.
--Intervie on Au ust 23, 1933 with 'rs. Elizabeth Drake, a
co-worker of Mrs. ~cFarlane in the later years.
21The Pittsburg Charity and Humane Society moved quarters
from he old city hospital in 'arch 1917 because of the ex ense
of the upkeep and used an ordinary d elling house until 1925.
The next move was to 407 'orth Valnut, to a house belonging to
the city. In October 1931, it was decided to change headquarters again. The lace selected as 707 lorth ine.--Interview on August 23, 1933 with Mrs. Drake.
A new arrangement was made on December 1, 1932 hen, after
investigation by a co~ttee of five ith 'r. E. D. Henneberry
as chairman, it was decided to consolidate the local Red Cross
with the Pittsburg Charity and Humane Society. All relief, pUblic and private, is centralized under one unit. Miss'arie
Youngberg is trained executive and manager.--Information concerning the new arrangement furnished by Miss Youngberg.
22Intprview on August 28, 193e with Miss Thee Babcock,
Public Health Nurse.
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Hosoitals
~ttsburg

City Hospital.--An old building located at Third

and 7alnut served as the first hospital in Pittsburg.
was founded by Dr. George

~illiams

in 1894.

This

Doctor Williams

came to Pittsburg in 1881 as the successor of Doctor Watkins.
He saw the great need of a

hos~ital.

He often found it

necessary to perform an emergency operation in the homes.
He is said to have performed the first major surgical operation in Pittsburg. 23
It was with some difficulty that the hospital was started
as there was no fund back of the institution to provide for
non-paying ratients.

Though called "City Hospital," it

received no specified ap ropriation from the city; it was
maintained and operated almost exclusively by private capital.
The city records show that on October 12, 1896 the sale
of thirty-five tickets at $10.00 each was authorized by the
city council.

The money was to be used for charitable pur-

poses--the erection of a city hospital. 24
called the Samaritan Hospital,

maintaini~

The new building,
thirty-five beds,

was built at Eighth and Olive in 1897. 25
As time

ent on, the charity list assumed proportions

23Interview on August 24, 1933 with Mrs. Charles Smith,
daughter of Dr. George Williams.
24£iiy Records, II, 507.
•

25 The staff consisted of the following doctors: George
lilliams, William 'dlliams, • O. Blair and A. C. Graves •
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and aid

as sought from the state.

An appropriation of $800

annually was received for several years. 26

A report on the

work for one year was read at the council meeting, February
6, 1901. 27
The new hospital continued to serve the needs of the
people for a time, but the

cow~ercial

and industrial develop-

ment of the city demanded more facilities for hospitalization.
The Samaritan Hospital was operated for about eighteen
years and

as closed in 1912, a short time before the death

of its founder, Dr. George

• Williams.

The building was

occupied after 1915 by the Pittsburg Charity and Humane
Society.28
M~

Carmel Hospital.--The need of additional hospital facil-

ities was felt soon after the Samaritan Hospital was established in the new location (1897).
institution was serving

Although that small

ell, the town was gro ing fast

and many of the doctors were anxious to secure a location
outside the city limits and in the immediate region of the
mining district.

It was quite desirable to secure a site

easy of access so that the victims of mine accidents could
26Information furnished by E. V. Lanyon.
mayor, 1897-1898.

Mr. Lanyon was

27The total number of patients attended was 485; of these
320 ere railroad cases, 132 were citizens of the community
and 49 ere charity cases.--Pittsburg Kansan, February 7, 1901.
28Information furnished by Mrs. Charles Smith.
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receive prompt attention.

Those interested in the project

consulted Rt. Rev. John J. Hennessey, bishop of the Vichita
diocese, as to the possibility of getting some Sisters from
ichita to take charge of the proposed hospital in Pittsburg. 29
The establishment of a hospital

as assured in 1898 vhen

C. J. Devlin, manager of the Mt. Carmel Coal

Co~pany,

pre-

sented the Sisters of St. Joseph a forty-acre tract of land,
two miles north and one-half mile east of Pittsburg. 30

The

land was donated ,ith the understanding that a hospital
should be erected and Mr. Devlin issued the first check to
be used in the construction of the building. 3l
Another substantial aid and encouragement to further
progress was
and

0

he

mutua~

agree ent with the Santa Fe railroad

erating companies to take care of their employees for

the consideration of eighty dollars and fifteen tons of coal
each mon h.

siness men of Pittsburg and Frontenac and

miners of District 14 aided

ith funds for the erection of

the first structure and continued to contribute liberal
amounts during the following year for the maintenance of the
institution.
arly in 1901, four Sis ers of St. Jo eph c

e from

lichita to plan and superintend the details of furnishing
9Kennedy, Sister [. Louis, Thesis, History of the
of St. Joseph in the Diocese of -i£hita.
30 Ibi -.
3l This check was for the

enerous amount of v5000.

Sist~
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the hospital.

The work was personally supervised by Mother

• Bernard Sheridan with Sister N. Francis

~ayden,

local

superior.
Records of the hospital indicate that
the fall of 1901.

ork

as begun in

The contract for furnishing the brick for

the entire building was given to the Pittsburg Vitrified
Paving Brick Company, of which H. R. lesch was manager.

In

November 1901, F. M. Ferrell contracted for placing the sewer,
grading the ground and erecting the foundation.
In less than two years the building, which accommodated
forty patients, was completed and furnished and ready for
occupancy.

It was formally opened to the public .it"

appro-

priate exercises on the day of its dedication, April 13, 1903.
The Pittsburg Headlight of April 14, 1903 in commenting on the De

hospita, folIo ing its dedication, sa s:

Th
1 ns and intentions of t e Sisters are
to eventually enlarge the hospital, the complete
edi~ice to be a structure of three large lings
and built at the cost of ~?5,000. For the present,
however, the hospital consists of the south wing,
It is in itself, however, a complete hospital and
one of the best arranged buildings of its kind in
the West
.
Mount Carmel Hospital is a credit to the Sisters of St. Joseph and to the Catholic Church of
the "!ichita diocese. It is an institution which
Pittsburg is proud to have located here. It is an
institution of charity, and will especial y prove
a blessin to the unfortunate miners of the district.
The rooms are
room

lell arranged; the la n r ,kitchen, dining

and storeroo s are located on the lo..er floor;

t~e
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office, reception room, patients' rooms and wards, laboratory

~nd

storerooms on the second floor; chapel, dormitory,

six wards and the operating room on the third floor; dormitory and

torerooms on the fourth floor.

All portions of

tne bUilding contain equipment equal to that of any modern
hospital of its day.32

An early vent re that has proved successful
establishment of a training school for nurses.
no stUdent-nurses, hOlever, until 1906, at
I. Alphonsus

ass~ed

as the
here were

hich time Sister

charge of the training school.

number of students enrolled increased

The

ith the growing

institution. 33
.ithin a few years after the construction of the original
building, it was evident that the structure was inadequate for
the needs of the district.

Some changes were made

~hich

pro-

vided more rooms for patients, and the first addition to the
building

las opened in 1907.

This provided a chapel, dor-

mitories for the Sisters and nurses, and three rooms for
patients.
In 1915 an annex was constructed providing a heating
plant in the basement, a thoroughly modern equipped laundry
on the first floor, and nine rooms for patients on the
32Interview on August 15, 1933 with Sister M. Leo, supervisor of Mt. Carmel Hospital.
33Si~ce that time approximately t 0 hundred registered
nurses have been graduated from the training school.--Interview on August 23, 1933, with Sister • Benigna, R.
.,
Superintendent of Nurses.
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second floor. 34
During the years of its existence, thousands of patients
have been cared for. 35
equal attention.

Persons of all denominations receive

any patients who are unable to pay are

admitted and accorded the same good care as those who can take
care of their hospital expenses.

It is the first and fore-

most principle of the Sisters to extend charity to those in
need.
In addition to fifteen Sisters actively engaged in the
hospital work, there are twenty student nurses.

The hos-

pital retains the services of many registered nurses and has
a payroll of sixteen employees.
A large corps of medical men and nurses serve the public from this institution.

The hospital staff includes many

of the prominent physicians of Pittsburg and surrounding
district. 36

The city doctors have benefited the hospital

34The latest addition built on the east of the original
structure is the new main building which was com~leted in May
1919. This portion consists of emergency room, offices, record
room, drug room and living rooms on the first floor, patients'
rooms on the second floor, operating rooms, X-ray room, laboratory and kindred departments on the third floor, and the
student-nurses' apartments on the fourth floor. With this
addition, the hospital now maintaining eighty beds and having
all modern equipment, was ranked "A" by the American College
of Surgeons.
35Yne total is 30,540; 1,028 of hich were admitted in
1916, according to Sister M. Pius, recorder.

36Nine doctors composed the staff in 1916. The present
number is seventeen.--Interview on August 21, i933 ~ith Sister • Leo, Superintendent of t. Carmel Hospital •
•
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materially and in turn have contributed their share in al eviating the sufferers.

Pioneers in the promotion of the hos-

pital were the late Dr. R. Gibb, and Dr. H. H. Bogle and Dr.
A. Moberg. 37
The untiring efforts of the doctors and the indefatigable labors of the Sisters following the course paved by
the pioneers have made possible the success of Mt. Carmel
Hospital.

The efficient and far-sighted management which

brought about modern

equipmen~

has proved that Mt. Carmel

ranks high among the assets of Pittsburg.
Pittsburg

_merg£n~

Hospital.--The Pittsburg Emergency Hos-

pital, located at 126 East Thlra Street, was operated by Dr.

u.

A. D. Collelmo, assisted by Doctor Nichols in 1915.

As

the name indicates, the real purpose was to meet the immediate needs of the city.

It had modern equipment and accom-

modated twelve patients.

Doctor

Hartm~n

Doctor Deal of ryeir were on the staff. 38
assisted by

t~ree

of this city and
A trained nurse,

practical nurses, was supervisor.

The hospitals in general have had a far-reaching effect
in promoting pUblic health.

The doctors and nurses have

37The late Dr. C. A. Smith, after his return in 1907
from a year's study abroad, gave twenty years of devoted service to t. Carmel. Doctor Smith served as chief of the
staff for several years.
38This hospital closed in 1918. The equipment was sold
to the Girard Hospital.--Interview on August 28, 1933 with
Dr. U. A. D. Collelmo.
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rendered valuable servicea. 39
Library
The nucleus of the Pittsburg Library was an Academic
Literary Club founded by the Reverend J. A. Pompeney, D. D.
in September 1894.
club

The purpose of the organization of this

as the circulation of books for the use of members and

their friends.

Later the club promoted the use of the state

traveling library by citizens. 40
The club also engaged in ueekly social functions.

At

one such gathering in September 1896, the idea of a public
library was suggested and met with the hearty approval of
all present.

Mr. J. Randolph, a prominent lawyer of the

city at whose home this meeting was held was most active in
promoting the enterprise.
The Pittsburg Public Library was organized January 5,
1898,

hen the citizens presented a monster petition and

asked for a library.

A tax levy was then proposed for its

390ther hospitals that have been established since the
closing date of this survey are: Dr. E. Owensby's Hospital
(1920) whose first location was over the Coulter-lcGuire Clothing store, Fifth and Broadway, and later in the South Broadway partments; Community Hospital (1922) located on the second floor of the Globe Building, Fourth and Broadway; Dr.
M. Montee's aternity Hospital (1923) on -outh Broadway.
The Community Hospital is the only one of these ryhich is new
in existence. This hospital accommodates thirty-five patients.
Dr. R. • Markman is chief of the medical staff.
40Pittsburg Headlight, ~ay 19, 1926.
See Appendix for the names of the club members.
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~aintenance.

The question was submitted to a vote at the

city election on April 5 of that year and was carried by a
large majority.41
Mayor E. V. Lanyon appointed a library board 42 whose
members very consistently saved the money derived from the
levy, bought books and equipment and set aside a sum sufficient to meet the current expenses.
January 18, 1902

This continued until

hen the public library was formally opened

with Miss Ella Buchanan serving as librarian. 43
The first bUilding to house the library was a part of
the city hall. 44
city

c~rk

and

The west end of the section now used by the

co~issioners

was shelved and contained 1,601

volumes. 45
Morris Cliggit was elected first president of the Library
Board.

Through his efforts much was done to build up the

interests of the library.

At his death, he bequeathed his

private. library which consisted of 3,345 volumes to the
project he had so earnestly promoted.
In 1909 funds were soliOted for the erection of an
41pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
42See Appendix for names of the members of the library
board.
43Miss Buchanan served in this capacity until 1908. At
that time Mrs. Theresa G. Randolph, the present librarian,
assumed charge.
44City Records, V, 80.
45Interview on Ju1~ 6, 1933 with l~s. Theresa Randolph,
Librarian.

34
exclusive library building.
the city hall grounds to
Street. 46
the

The site selected extends from

alnut Street, fronting Fourth

The building is of stone and is so arranged that

hole library is maintained on the main floor.

It was

designed by Patton and Miller of Chicago, and the contract
as let to S. S. Geatches for ~37,122.47

The corner stone

was laid September 10, 1910 in the presence of the library
board, city officials and a host of citizens.

The work

progressed rapidly and the building was dedicated on January
12, 1312. 48
The growth of the library has been phenomenal.

The

number of books added each year has increased the original
number 100 per cent.

In 1916 there were 15,397 volumes and

9,152 registered borrowers. 49
Chamber of Commerce
This corporation had its beginning in lR85 under the
name of the Pittsburg Commercial Club.

In 1889 a reorgan-

ization was effected under the title of Pittsburg Board of
Tra e.

At that time a fund of ·100,000

as raised to promote

46See Appendix for the names of the builaing committee.
47Wm • E. Connelley, ~. cit., III, 1358.
48pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
49The number of volumes at present is approximately
25,000; the number of registered borrowers, 16,000; active
borrowers, l2,OOO.--Interview on August 25, 1333 ith rs.
Randolph.
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enterprises in

~he

city.

This resulted in the establishment

of smelters, lumber yards, sash and door factories, brick
plants, a boiler factory and other industries.

ost of these

enterprises prospered and many of them became large and
influential industries that gave employment to many of the
citizens of Pittsburg. 50
The Board of Trade eventually gave place to the Chamber
of Commerce which has done a splendid service in advancing
civic and industrial progress in the city and surrounding
vicinity.
The Pittsburg Chamber of Commerce has a definite program
whose major projects include industrial, agricultural, highway, trade and civic development and college affairs. 51

50Wm • E. Connelley, QY. cit., V, 2276.
51The present membership is three hundred. The Chamber of
Commerce has recently engaged in a new phase of activity in
the present National Relief Association ork.--Interview on
Augus t 7, 1933 wi th G.. B. •eeks, Secretary and Manager of the
Pittsburg Chamber of Commerce.

CF,M'TER V
RECREATION FACILITIES
Theatre!! and Amusements

From her early days, Pittsburg has been well provided
with various types of amusement.

The earlier sports included

foot races, horseshoe throwing, horse races, wrestling matches
and croquet games.

The back yards afforded the first places

for meeting and engaging in races or games.

A race track l

was laid off in the pioneer days; it was located on West
Fourth Street across from the Hull and Dillon Meat Packing
Plant.

A croquet ground was located on Fourth Street

directly across from the Lindburg Drug Store. 2
Charles Hunter, who built the Hunter Amphitheater, was
the pioneer showman in the city.

He started out with wagon

and made Pittsburg his winter quarters for the circus and
menagerie.

The amphitheater was the chief center of amuse-

ment in the early eighties.

It occupied one-half of the

block on the northwest corner of Third Street and Locust,
having the part of the structure facing Third Street circular
in shape.

The Hunter Amphitheater was used by traveling

theatrical companies and also for entertainments given by
IThe race track was later abandoned as other types of
amusement were developed.

.

2Interview on August 7, 1933 lith T. J. Cro ell •
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local talent.

This building served the general p blic many

years and was the forerunner of a real opera house.

Very

often small traveling circuses or old-time wagon shows other
than lr. Hunter's3 too~ up ~inter quarters in Pittsburg and
helped to provide occasional entertainments.
In 1887 the Payton

Co~edy

Company arrived in Pittsburg.

The cast included thirty performers.
to accommodate the troupe.

There was no theatre

1be second floor of a store

building on the east side of Broadway between Tnird Street
and Fourth St eet ,as equip ed
facilities for

perform~~ces.

ith a temporary stage and
T e place was rented ana for

more than five weeks the actors played to cro ded houses,
exhausted their repertoire of plays and moved on, leaving
to :he amusement seekers of Pittsburg the idea or the necessity of a real show house. 4
~ho

Franklin Playter,

was always active in promoting

projects for the advancement of the city, succeeded in interestin

J. Foster Rhodes of

hicago in the new undertaking.

The type of struct re desired neceositated a basement for
sanitary drainage an
bui

in.

the heating system

At that time

ittsburg had no sewage system, and

the promoters of the opera house an
3Ur. Hunter as
farm southeast of to
eventually he became
.u ust 15,1933 7ith

n er tle entire

ot er proposed buildings

a so interested in farming. He owned a
n and kept some of his animals there;
a resident of Pittsburg.--Interview on
C. B. Hun er Jr.

4pittsburg Headlight, ~

19, 1926.
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asked the city councilor aid in the project.
action was taken immediately.

No definite

The final decision of the

council to grant the petition 5 insured the building of the
opera house and preparations were then begun for its erection
on Fourth Street and Broadway.
The Rhodes Theatre was the first building erected in
Pittsburg that was modern in every respect.

The building

was three stories high, with frontage of fifty feet on
Broadway and one hundred seventy feet on Fourth Street. 6
One portion of the lower floor was occupied by the

l~nufac-

turers National Bank and another division was Ur. Playter's
office.
Bank.?

The latter eventually became the Pittsburg Savings
The second and third floors were equipped for the

opera house.

This was the chief center of amusement until

the erection of the La Belle Theatre.

1hen it was no longer

needed as a theatre, the second floor was remodeled into
office rooms and the third floor became lodge and living
rooms.

The Rational Bank of Pittsburg now owns

~nd

occupies

the building.
The next center of diversion to be established was a
park theatre at Forest Park in 1891.
operated by

•

• Bell.

This was erected and

The great impetus to its patronage

las the completion of the Forest Park Electric Railway's
5City Records, I, 160-161; also Pittsburg Headlight,
Kay 19, 1926.
6Pittsburg Headli~ht. May 19, 1926.
?Both banks later liquidated.
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western terminus, band concerts and other amusements besides
the vaudeville theatre furnished further attractions. 8
The La Belle 7heatre, located at the corner of Locust
Street and 'ourth Street was another project promoted by W.
W. Bell in 1894.

Mr. Bell was instrumental in forming a

corporation interested in the erection of a three-story
building.

The stage was hrge and the auditorium had a

seating capacity of one thousand five hundred. 9

The ven-

ture was not a pa ing one and the proposition was abandoned.
The building went into the hands of the investors who
reopened it with moving pictures.

In 1896, the La Belle

Theatre and the Braden livery barn on the east were destroyed
by fire.
'r. Bell's next speculation was an open air summer
theatre for showing vaudeville, known as the Airdome, located
at the north/est corner of Tenth and Broadway.

1be venture

as rather short-lived; the Airdome was abandoned and later
torn down. lO
The first moving picture show in Pittsburg was given in
a store building at 208 Korth Broadway on September 17, 1907.
This
A.

as a local undertaking operated by John Simion and R.

~illiams.

In January 1908, the sho

8Eorse racing again became popular.
horses were brought in.
9Intervie
daughter of I.

on August
• Bell.

5, 1933

10Interview .i h'Urs. Sanford.

ith

was moved to 314
A number of fast
rs. M. Sanford,

100
1 orth

roadway.

'ovies immediately became popular and it

as not long until the Mystic (1908) and the Electric (1909)
theatres were operating.

The latter

as finally absorbed

by the Klock Theatre. ll
The Pittsburg Amusement Association, formed in 1915,
built the Colonial Theatre and took over the management of
the Klock.

Bcth were leased to the Midland Theatre.

These

places were provided with large stages and were suitable
for use by theatrical companies.

The Grand Theatre, erected

in 1914 by Ira Clemens, was used exclusively for motion
pictures. 12
The Kansas State Teachers College, since the time of
its establishment as the State Manual Training Tormal, has
rovided a large share of amusement and emertainment for
the people of Pittsburg.

The rendition of the "Kessiah"

begun in 1910, as the climax of the spring musical festival,
has been an annual affair since music .as added to the curriculum.

any other notable attractions are presented by

the co lege. 13
11 • H. Klock had been engaged in the grocery business.
He g ve that up and remodeled the building for a moving picture and v~udevil e theatre, and has made a success of the
theatre busines
12Interview on .ugust 28, 1933 7ith 'r • E. T. Frazier,
daughter of l'r. - ock.
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Parks
Forest Park, which was mentioned in connection with
electric railwa s, was perhaps Pittsburg's first fixed public
place for outside recreation.
attractions.14

By 1891 it furnished many

In the pioneer days of the city, the incli-

nations for amuse ents

~ere

as varied and as numerous as we

find them today, though the types of recreation

~ere

entirely

different.
Idle Hour Park, located about six miles southwest of
Pi ttsburg,

laS

the scene of many revels; before it beca.I!!e

semi- ublic, it TIas largely patronized by the business men
of the city.15

·ventually it was abandoned as a place of

recreation and in 1914 the same grounds became the permanent
location of the Country Club. 16
rl~te

's L ke and surrounding grounds, later to become

Lakeside Park, were laid out by [r. Playter; it was generally
understood that he intended the site to be a city park,
vided it would be used for this exclusive purpose.'

ro-

His aim

as to increase the value of his property and beautify the
city.

The mayor and city council refused the offer so it

remained

rivate property for years. l ?

The citizens in the

14£ity Records, II, 203.
15The la.nd was owned by the Heim Brewery Company of Kansas City.
16pittsburg Sun, February
l?Ibid.

8, 1926.
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vicinity of the lake attempted to interest others in the
purchase of the property.

Two bond elections were called

but both times the measure was defeated.

It was finally

purchased in 1913 by private individuals. lS
Lincoln Park had its beginning when the Russell Post,
G. A. R., the local Civil War veterans, took the initiative
in fitting up the wooded section between Catalpa and Georgia
and extending from Tenth to Twelfth as a place to hold
reunions and Chautauqua assemblies.

It was used by these

war veterans for many years and proved to be a successful
enterprise, for the Lincoln Park Association, in 1905, asked
p~rmission to introduce park amusements. 19

As the ranks of

the veterans lessened and financial responsibilities
increased, they offered to sell it to Pittsburg for a city
ark.

A COIDrJunication was sent on August 9, 1905 to the city

council suggesting this dis osal. 20

This proposition was

referred to a committee who advised Mayor H. C. Lemon to call
a s ecial election for the purpose of voting Qonds for the
purchase.

The council decided t o a i t until the petition for

purchase should be presented by the people. 21
lSIn October 1920 a number of public-spirited citizens
purchased the land and donated it to the city as a public
park--Lakeside. It has become a popular rendezvous for all
but is especially enjoyed by the children as a favorite
haunt in all seasons.
19City Records, V, 530.
20Ibid., p. 5S9.
21 Ibid ., p. 600 ••
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The City Federation of Women's Clubs was largely responsible for the movement which brought about the purchase in
1906.

The original site, containing. thirty-one acres, has

been enlarged through other purchases and donations.22
A pavilion was erected in 1911 and various improvements have been added from time to time.

Lincoln Park proved

to be one of the popular recreational centers in southeast
Kansas. 23
Transportation to and from the park was limited at
first, but at length the Joplin and Pittsburg electric lines
extended their service in 1 ay 1914, offering convenient
transportation on all occasions. 24
The park is maintained through an annual levy and the
people feel that it is an excellent investment.

Much grati-

tude is due the promoters who encountered bitter opposition
when the city was asked to consider the purchase.

22Fourteen acres were purchased in 1915 and six acres
in 1923. The Nesch family presented a larger tract to the
city in 1924. In 1925 the Lions' Club leased ten acres
adjoining the park for a golf course.
23Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
24 fuen automobiles became the common means of transportation, the street car service was suspended, except for s ec~
events.

CHAPTER VI
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS
. Schools

Material prosperity and education go hand in hand.

A

history of the schools of Pittsburg forms an important chapter in the growth and development of the city.
It has been said that the development of schools in a
mining town is quite uncertain because the population is
often transient.
exception.

Pittsburg, however, may be cited as an

The earlipst settlers of the town had the oppor-

tunity to patronize a district school which, though poorly
organized as com ared with the system of later times, gave
some advantages to the

ioneers.

Grade Schools.--The first school in the

ne~

town was not

built until 1877 although there was a rural school in nearly
the same location as early as 1870.
as District No. 50. 1

This school

as known

• J. Georgia, Pittsburg's first post-

master, who later became one of the teachers in the ne
as one of the teachers in District No. 50.
v37.50 per month.

town,

His salary was

The other teacher, Julia E. Darrow,

IThe records of this school, showing a total of fiftynine pupils enrolled ith an average daily attendance of
thirty-two pupils ,ere found on ay 1 , 1926 in a sealed
vault in the Junior High School, according to the Pittsburg
Headlight of llay 19, 1926.
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received.$22.50 per month. 2
Apparently the district did not own a school building
until 1874.

Notation is made in the records 3 that on May 13

of that year a bond election

as called and nine votes were

cast favoring the issuance of bonds to purchase a house for
school purposes. 4
ith the location of the first school (District Yo. 49
in Pittsburg) District No. 50 passed out of existence.
School District No. 49,

~hich

now comprises Pittsburg, was

organized early in January 1877.

This was the last official

act of A. J. Georgia, the retiring county superintendent. 5
An extract of the r~port6

hich

as made to the Board

of Education on June 30, 1916 is here cited:
There are 5360 acres of land in the ent ire
district of which 2780 are within the city limits • • • • • There are 8-3/8 sections of land
in the district • • • • • The greatest length
is on a north and south line west of Broadway
and is 4 miles long; the greatest width is on
an east and west line on Fourth Street and is
3 miles long. • • • •
2S ee A. endix for names of the members of the school
board.
3Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
4The amount of the bonds was not recorded.--Pittsburg
Headlight, May 19, 1926; also in 4 erview on ugust 15, 1933
with iss Thelma Werrne, Secretary of the Board of Education.
5Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926 •
. 6Annual Report of th,g Board of ducation of Pittsburg
PUb11C Schools, 1915-1916. The report was made of all the
schools in District 49 of Crawford County and included the
entire city of Pittsburg and considerable adjacent territory.
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During the

s~~er

of 1877, the first schoolhouse, a

frame building twenty-eight by forty, two stories high, was
erected at a cost of

~1200.

Tne building

,as located on

Walnut bet een Fifth and Sixth Streets where the Central
School building now stands. 7
From the time school was started in the frame building
until April 16, 1884, except in two instances, records of
the school board activities evidently were not kept or, if
ke t, they have been 10st. 8

One instance of which there is

a record is that of the construction of a two-story frame
building on the same site with the original building.

This

building, erected some time before April 1884, later known
as Tinsdall Boarding House, was sold and moved to Third
Street and

~alnut

nere it

as used as a hospital.

struction price was recorded.

No con-

The other instance of a school

board activity in the period is furnished in the minutes of
a special meeting called on June 14, 1883 to vote
bonds for a new school building.

~10,000

in

his building, familiarly

known as the "Old School Building," was located between
Tenth and Eleventh Streets on Broadway and later became
Pittsburg's first high school. 9
7C. Ii. Light, "Crawford
Education in Ka~, p. 115.

ounty," in Columbian History of

8pi ttsburg ~~~¥w:
August 15, 1933
of ducat ion •
. 9Pi~urg Headligh1, May 19,1926.

of the Board
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Evidently the school board in those times had power to
call bond elections.

According to the minutes of a school

meeting held June 14, 1883, such an election

as called.

A petition prayin the school board to call
an election to vote bonds to the amount of $10,000
for the purpose of buildin a schoolhouse in said
district 49 was presented and considered by the
board. lO
There

ere 414 signatures on the v tition.

On motion the

prayer of the petitioners pas granted and the election wa
ordered to be held June 25.
bonds voted and

The election \"as held, the

he contract given to Cralg,

Gibbs of Pittsburg.
over to the board,

T e building
ray 9, 1884. 11

ullivan and

as completed and turned
On May 16, that same year,

Howard Gates of Fayetteville, Arkansas, was employed to take
charge of the schools. 12
There

as some difficulty in maintaining schools in the

early eighties.

In 1884, the term started on September 9,

and half~day sessions were held until the folIo ing February
when arrangements were made with the teachers to .hold full
day sessions.

The teachers were given the 2 per cent which

had been deducted from their warrants by the banks

hile the

school board was unable to pay them. 13
10pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
lIThe si te and bui ding ere sold to B. H . .!ilson and Company on ugust 5, 1 89 for ,20,000. The school board immediately opened negotiations for the present Lincoln building.
--Information furnished by Liss .erme.

.

12Pittsburg Headlight,
13 Ibid •

ay 19, 1926 •

r
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The census report to the school board on June 6, 1887
gave a total of 1097 pupils, 19 of whom were colored. 14
During the previous school term, the Question of segregation
arose but did not carryon the

rounds that the number of

colored children attending the city schools did not warrant
such action.
In 1887

t~e

direct regulation of the city schools passed

from the responsibility of the school board to the superintendent.

Mr. D.

Pence was elected to that position in

18e7 and served for three years.

The school board had pre-

viously passed a resolution allowing teachers to rule their
rooms as they saw fit, but in case of any dispute the board
7as to make the final decision.

The later ruling gave the

superintendent complete charge of all the city schools and
the power to use such means of control as his judgment might
dictate. 15
Rapid gro

t~

in the city's po ulation soon brought con-

gested conditions in the bUildings thus far

erec~ed,

"'as necessary to provide more accol!llDodations.

and it

The school

board, on January 7, 1888, successfully petitioned the mayor
and council for ylO,OOO to erect a building at Euclid and
Locust.

An additional amount of

2500 was furnished Jater to

com lete the modern b ilding, which was a three-story structure
It was ready for occupancy Jarch 16, 1889.
14S c hool Census, 1887.
15 pi t tsburg Headlighl, May 19, 1926.

The building was
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remodeled and the third story vas removed by Asa

essenger

in 1911. 16
The contract for the construction of the Lincoln School,
then referred to as the" orth Building," was awarded to Fred
Massman, September 12, 1889.
The building
of the ne

The consideration was

as to be completed

~arch

1, 1890.

buildings of the day to have a

17,994.50.

This was one

ater system

installed in it.
The "West Bui ding" or Forest Park School on Fourth
and Chestnut, costing approximately ",5300, and the "East
Building" or Eugene Field School on Sixth and
approximately

4300

ouse, costing

ere completed in October 1891. 17

The first bond issue of v8000 for the erection of the
"Central Building"

hich was to have a division for the high

school was made in 1893. 18

The records concerning the con-

struction of this building were lost.

The next available

records'are under date of 1 97.
The building program

ent forvard another step when on

June 17, 1910, it was voted to put a

3971 addition on the

Lakeside School and also to provide for improvements.

The

contract vas awarded to S. S. Geatches. 19
On December 14, 1911 the question of separate schools
16Interview on August 15, 1933

ith

17pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
18City Records, II, 352.
19pittsburg Headlight,

ay 19, 1926.

iss Werme.
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for whites and negores came up again and wa
vote.

car~ied.

The proposal

A bond election

ebruary 2, 1912 and bonds were voted.

submitted to a
as held on

The contract

as

awarded to S. S. Geatohes and called for a tlo-story brick
bUilding to be located at Eleventh Street and Olive.
cost was

19,000.

The

The school board accepted the building,

Douglass School, 1!ay 14, 1913.

A. N. Vright

as the first

principal. 20
A petition

as presented to the school board on Larch

3, 1913 asking for a ne
Park district.

7he

I

eight-room building in the Forest

etition

as granted.

On Se tember 3,

that same year, the board asked for an issuance of

22,000

for general repair work on the old Forest Park School and
for the construction of an addition.
to S. S. Geatches.

The building

The contract was given

as completed in September

1914. 21
During the school year 1915-1916, three overflow buildings were erected:

one at Lincoln, one at

one at Forest Park. 22

Eugen~

Field ana

These buildings are similar in size,

material and finish.
20Interview on August 5, 1933 with Mr. ~. Pierce.
21pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
22The continued growth or the city has demanded more
schools and additional modern equipment. Five new buildings
have been erected since 1915.--Interview on August 15, 1933
vlth Miss ~erme.
Su~rintendent Y.
• Rose has been in charge of the
ittsburg schools since 1924.
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s~~er

The first
No data

school was organized in June 1915.

ere furnished "hich gave enrollment or number of

teachers employed.

A total of 159 pupils from grades three

to eight inclusive

ere enrolled in the second summer school

the following year.

Of these, ninety-four had railed in the

regular

ork.

The remaining number consisted of pupils \ho

had been promoted but who

ere nevertheless weak in certain

subjects and needed to strengthen themselves in order to prevent future railure.

Or the ninety-four

ho entered as

failures, eighty-four took examinations and seventy-nine of
chern

~ere

promoted.

A tuition fee of one doll r a month was

charged to each pupil.
was $148.75.

The cost to the Board of Education

Five teachers were employed. 23

The night school opened in October 1915 for sessions
three nights a week for t enty weeks.

One hundred men and

vonen ~ere enrolled. 24
Parochial Schools.--The general purpose of the parochial
schools is to provide for religious training and instruction
in addition to the secular branches ordinarily taught in the
public schools.

St.

:ary's Catholic School

this type to open in Pittsburg. 25

as the first of

It was organized in 1884

23Annual Bepor1 of the ~Q of Education, 1915-1916,p.16.
24Ibid.,

• 17.

25 The Zion Lutheran Parochial School ~hich antedates this
was not ithin the city limits.
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by the Reverend =ugene Bono ncini, pastor of St.
Catholic Church from 1882 to 1885 and from
September 1886. 26

~ay

'ary's
1886 to

Miss Amy Lee Hughes was the first teacher.27

The Reverend Robert Loehrer, who became resident pastor of st.
~ary's

Church in 1885, took an active interest in the work of

directing the school. 28

Two wings, twenty-four by twenty,

were added to the church building, one to serve as the school
and the other as the pastor's residence. 29

These rooms were

still serving as school rooms when the Sisters of St. Joseph
ere en aged as teachers in 1895. 30
The Reverend J. A.
church

Po~peney

was pastor of the local

hen the Sisters took charge of the school.

were overcrowded

The rooms

'ith an enrollment of one hundred ten pupils.

Heating and lighting facilities ,ere also inadequate.

These

conditions, in addition to low finances, made it impossible
to maintain the school, and in 1906 it

as closed. 3l

One hundred thirty-eight pupils were enrolled at the
26Letter from Mrs. Josephine Scanlan, niece of the Reverend Bononcini, October 28, 1933.
27Letters from frs. C. A. liller, sister of the late
Hughes, October 28, 1933 and ovember 9, 1933.
28Interview on October 8, 1933
resident.

'iss

ith Mrs. Krois, a pioneer

29~~en

school

the enrollment increased both rooms were used for
urposes and two teachers were employed.

30Interview on August 15, 1933
the first teachers.

ith Sister

Lpo, one of

3lIntervie. on Au~ust 18, 1933 ~ith the Reverend J. A.
Pompeney.
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second opening of the school in
ere in charge.

Septe~ber

1915.

Four teachers

The accommodations were not ideal but were

some/hat better than those furnished before 1906.
buil~

St. Mary's Church had been
the old structure, to

The present

in the meantime (1903) and

/hich an addition was made,

for a school building. 32

as used

The enrollment increased and it

became imperative that a ne

1

structure be provided. 33

In 1876 the charter members of the Zion Lutheran congregation opened a school in the small frame church
was their first place of worship in Baker township.

hich
embers

of the congregation hauled lumber from Arkansas and likewise
did the construction lork on the new building. 34
teacher was Mr. Heinke.

The first

Although the school was established

for Lutheran children, other pupils were permitted to attend.
The building was moved to a location near the new church
in 1889.

As the enrollment had increased, it

to add another room.

as necessary

A full-time teacher was employed in one

room and the minister also served as a teacher •. The enrollment for a part of the time was seventy-two, but there was a
32rnterview on August 15, 1933 ,ith Sister
principal from 1915 to 1916.

• Gregory,

33rn 1922 the rectory was moved from its location and vork
was begun on the new building, an eight-room structure lith
library and office on the same floor. The basement is arranged
to serve as an auditorium and one section is equip ed for cafeteria service. There are t 0 club rooms on the same floor.
The school as dedicated on Karch 9, 1924.
34Interview on Au ust 19, 1933, with cr. Heinke.
r.
Heinke was a theological student but also conducted services
until a regular pastor ,as ap ointed.

r
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gradual dro ping off in attendance. 35
St. John's Evangelical Lutheran School

as

0

ened in

1885 in connection with the church of the same denomination.
The first teacher

as the pastor, the Reverend Otto Kloeckner.36

In the beginning classes

ere held in the church and there

fifteen pupils in attendance.
next fe

·ere

The enrollment increased the

years and a small frame structure was erected near

the church.

The pastor continued to teach until about 1895

hen the school was closed. 37
High Schools.--The first efforts to get into the high school
field were made in the fall of 1885.

The following account

is taken from the Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 19 6:
September 23, 1885 the chool board noved:
"That the course of study presented by S. '.'1. lack
be adopted." The board minutes are no specific
as to the ourse of study moved on, but from that
time on purchases of high school books were noted
in the minutes. M~rch 1 of the follo ing year
brought the installation of the first bookkeeping
classes and classes on civic government, high
school subjects. The next visable [sicil attempt
at a high school as Sept. 7, 1886 when A. J.
Georgia and A. C. Campbell were appointed
committee to fait on the city council in the matter
of a county high school. \fuatever the outcome of
the conference with the council was never recorded.
As far as records sho~, at that time high school
classes were held in one of the rooms of the
35The enollment as about fifty in 1916. The school
closed in 1931.--Information furnished by r.r. "enry Ueyer,
Au ust 21, 1933.
'r. Ueyer attended this school.
36Interview on August 22, 1933 ith Mr. George Ahrens.
Mr. Ahrens has been a member of the church since the establishment in Pittsburg.
37Interview on

u

st 22, 1933

ith ~r. George Ahrens.
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school building located at Tenth and Broadway.
The room as used as a combination study hall and
recitation room.
r. Black was superintendent
and D. E. Pence as principal.
The first year of hi h school graduation in Pittsburg
~as

recorded in 1888

he

six students received di lomas.

There is no record for graduation in 1889 but in 1890 one
student graduated.

There was an ebb and flow in the number

of graduates for the seven following years, the total number
being less than fifty.

A record class of fourteen in 1898

marked the beginning of a steady increase for each successive
year. 38
~fuen

the building between Tenth and Eleventh on Broadway

was torn dOVln, a part of the school knovm as the "North
Building" was used for the hig
until 1893.

he Central School. 39

ne manual training course

G ortly afterwards,
felt and on

It continued in use

The next b ilding to house the high school

a section of
that

school.

as

It was in this building

as introduced in 1900.

he need for a high school building was

ay 6, 1901, the school

boar~

decidea to call an

election to vote v50,000 bonds to purchase a site, erect and
equip a school.

Nothing was done until June 3.

the amount of the bonds ~as changed to $35,000.
held June 25 and the bonds carried.
bet een

ighth and

inth Streets

0

At that time
Voting was

The site selected was
Broadway.

The bUilding,

38fittsburg :eadlight, May 19, 1926.
39Intervie

on Au ust 15, 1933

ith Miss Wer~e.
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called Manual Training High, was completed and accepted by
the school board on April 22, 1903. 40
In 1914 Superintendent Armstrong

reco~~ended

that a

DeW

school building be erected hrge enough to accommodate the
tenth, eleventh and twelfth grades and that the Manual Training building be used as a junior high.

The recommendation

failed. 41
Tnere has been quite an evolution in the subject matter
taught and in the course of study used.

Tne following quota-

tion, taken from Columbian History of Education in

~ns~,

briefly outlines the aims and objectives relative to school
work - hen C•.• Light was superintendent (1891-1893).

re have good reasons to believe the best and
the most scientific modern methods of instruction
are used in the schools of Pittsburg • • • • • • •
Our course of study begins the elemen~s of
all the sciences in the rimary schools, and completes them in an elementary ay in the high
school. Each oral and textbook exercise is carefully graded to sui t the age and ment al development of the pupils. The following branches constitute the course in the grades: Reading, writing, numbers, geography, spelling, form and drawing, physiology, history and biography, lan~uage,
literature, music, physical culture, morals and
manners, and a course in general reading. The
40When the Senior High School was completed, this served
as a junior high school under the name of the Roosevelt Junior High School.
Three years later, bonds to the amount of '275,000 were
voted. The third bond issue of $150,000 carried November
2, 1920. The.Senior High School, located at Fourteenth and·
Broadway, then under construction, was completed in 1921.
The cost of the building and site ~s $459,356.97. In less
than two years following the completion of the Senior High,
the enrollment had increased over 100 per cent.--Interview
wi th :Mi ss Ilerme.
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high school course~ include a Latin course and
an English course.
A Manual of Regulations &~d Course ~! Study
Public §Qhools of

ittsburg was

Education in 1314.

This

f£!

the

ublished by the Board of

as brief as compared with the

courses of today but did, however, include a short outline
for the Kindergarten,43 a few suggestions for the following
subjects in grade work:

reading, arithmetic, language,

eogra hy, spelling, physiology and history; and three recognized courses in the high school.
cou~se,

These include the language

the scientific course and the commercial course.

Arrangements w~re made to take care of vocational sUbjects. 44
urther modifications of the outlines

ere brought about

in 1315 when the Board of Education approved and adopted a
course of study.

Co~mercial

geography, general science,

household economics and music

ere the ne

subjects added.

The history course was reorganized by the adoption of ancient
and modern

exts.

The mathematics course was changed to

include geometry for the entire second year and the thirdterm algebra was extended to the first term of the third
year.

The commercial course

the four years of high school.

as to be extended throughout
The furth-year English was

42Columbian History of Education in Kan~, pp. 116-117.
43The kindergarten was not an exclusive department until
1327. Rooms ere remOdeled and e uipment .as urchased.
44Manual of Regulations and Course of Study for Pittsburg
Public Schools, 1914, pp. 58 ff.
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changed to journalism.

The number of required subjects was

decreased and the number of electives was increased. 45
Business College.--The Pittsburg Business College was established by O. L. Johnson in 1894 on the second floor of the
building occupied by the New York Confectionery at Third and
Broadway.

In 1898 the school was moved to a building on the

west side of Broadway between Sixth and Seventh Streets
where it remained until 1903.
P. W. Errebo 46 came from Lincoln, Kansas, in 1901 and
was employed as an instructor.

He vorked in that capacity

until 1903, at which time he bought Mr. Johnson's interest
and continued with the work as head of the school.

Soon

after taking charge, Mr. Errebo moved the school into the
Headlight building.

In the beginning of the school's career,

three teachers were employed.
commercial course were taught.

The regular sUbjects of a
The enrollment increased

rapidly and more teachers had to be added, among them.U. R.
45Annual Report of th~ Board ~f Education, 1915-1916,
pp. 43-45.
46Mr. Errebo was connected with the school until 1929.
In 1918 he erected an $80,000 structure at Kansas and Broadway. The college flourished for several years but in 1929
the corporation had to be dissolved on account of the debts.
The furniture and fixtures were sold to N. N.
ewland of the
Joplin Business College. Mr. Newland conducted the college
from September until the following March. Mr. H. L. P~derson
purchased the furniture and fixtures in March 1930 and moved
them to 622 North Broadway here the school continues as the
Pittsburg Business College. The average enrollment per year
is ninety. Three instructors are employed.

Courtney in 1908. 47
Kansas State Teacher~ Co11ege. 48 --An account of the Kansas
State Teachers College includes the history of the evolution
of an educational idea brought about by R. S. Russ TIhen he
was superintendent of the city schools of Pittsburg, 18971903.

U~on

assuming the superintendency he introduced the

nroject of industrial or manual training.

In the minds of

the people the idea of bringing tools and utensils to school
seemed almost revolutionary.49
ever, before the

It was but a short time, how-

ork attracted the attention not only of the

Pittsburg people but also of the people of the surrounding
communities.

Many persons, including educators, came to

visit the establishment and'became very enthusiastically
interested in the articles made by the children.

p~

exhibit

of the work was prepared and displayed in various places, at
women's clubs, meetings and teachers' organizations.

The

members of the school board decided to introduce the work
47Ur. Courtney came into the service in 1908 and was connected with the school the next twenty years with the exception of one year. During that period he served as president
about t fO and one-half years, 1926-1928. Mr. Errebo was
field man during those last named years. Mr. Courtney opened
the Courtney College of Commerce at 112t West Fifth in January 1929, with an enrollment of twenty-five students. The
enrollment has increased until now the average enrollment is
about forty-two. Three regular teachers are employed.--Inrormation furnished by Yr. Courtney on August 23, 1933.
48The original name, State Manual Training Normal, was
changed to Kansas State Teachers College in 1923.
49pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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into the schools and the

roblem that immediately confronted

them vas the securing of teachers for this ne

course.

It

was at this stage in the process that 'r. Russ and a group
of interested Pittsbu,g citizens conceived the idea of asking the State Legislature to make an appropriation for the
training of teachers for this type of
An exhibit of the

~oodwork

ork. 50

and tools made by the stu-

dents of the Pittsburg public school was taken to To eka and
kept there on display in the lobby of the state house.

This

evidently failed to fulfill its desired purpose because the
£gislators did not appear interested. 51
The bill was fought bitterly throughout the session by
many interests.

One argument

as that other cities also

wanted state schools, and existing educational institutions
were opposed on the plea that an added institution might
lessen their appropriations and attendance.

Another objection

by some of the legislators was that this was only the beginning of demands which eventually

·ould mean larger institutions,

greater appropriations and increased taxes.
tinued throughout the session.

The contest con-

At length, Senator Porter

secured a conference committee report and the measure
placed in an "omnibus" group.
resentative objected, the bill
separate consideration.

In this case, if anyone repould be taken out for a

In this instance, the plan did not

50Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
51 Ibid •

las

l~

ork and the bill was passed by a close margin. 52
The bill was signed by Governor
9, 1903,53

f.

J. Bailey on March

roviding a $9000 a year maintenance and salaries

for two years.

Thus

b~gan

the State Manual Training Normal

School, the first institution of its kind west

O!

the Mis-

sissippi. 54
Under the terms of the bid, the management of the new
institution was subject to the board of regents that controlled the Emporia Normal School.

The board soon came to

Pittsburg and accepted the loan of Central School at Fifth
and

lalnut.

A small frame blacksmith shop was erected near

the school and a brick church on the north side was rented
for a library building.
regents selected

During this visit, the board of

Mr. Russ for the first principal of the

new institution. 55
The permanence of the school was often threatened and
watchful interest of many of the

rominent citizens of Pitts-

burg who gave their efforts, time and money was the bulwark
of protection.

The state had no money invested in grounds

or bUildings and the idea of the op onents was to retard
progress in order that graduates would go to an institution
52Interview on August 21, 1933 with F. B. ~eeler. Mr.
Wheeler was a member of the State Legislat re ten the bill
passed.
53Session 1~ 2f th~ Stat~ of Kansas, 1903, Chap. 34,
Sec. 1.

54~m. E. Connelley, Kansas and Kansans, II, 1076.
5' Pitt burg Headli~ht,

ay 19, 1926.
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of higher learning to complete their educational co rse and
to secure life certificates .
the session of the legislature in 1905, efforts

. t

made to secure an appropriation for maintenance.
was opposed.

ere

The measure

Ho ever, after contention thro ghout the ses-

sion, the bill, providing an allowance

0

35,000 for

ain-

te ance and $10,000 for a site went to the conference comittee in :arch.
The board of regents came to Pittsburg to select a site.
TV,O offers were proposed; one was Lincoln Park and the other
ten acr s of the present site, bounded by Cleveland, Elm,
Lindburg and Broad·ay.
vote.

The board chose the latter by one

The cost of the gro nd

as ?8000 and the remainder

of the appropriation ( 2000) was returned to the state. 56
After the appropriation was received and a site

as

selected, the next measure was to provide for the construction and maintenance of a buildIng.
accordingly allowed
building, Russ

The legislature of 1907

150,000 for the erection of the first

all. 57

The allo ance was to be in t

0

install-

ments, the first balf in 1908 and the remainder the following
year.

is was the first indication that the institution was

permanently established.
The administration bu·lding
1908 and

as completed in December

as ready for occupancy by the first of the year.

56pittsburg Headlight,

ay 19, 1926.

57Anniversa~ Booklel, April 13, 1928.
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The nev building naturally required an increased appropriation t"or maintenance and the possibili ty of Pi ttsburg' s
receiving it . as questioned.
that of 1907 and the
committee.
than that

~nis

b~ll

The struggle

as similar to

as again referred to a conference

committee agreed to an appropriation greater

rovided by the house. 58

The senate passed the

bill giving one amount for maintenance; the house provided
a lesser amount.
committee.

The bill of necessity went to the conference

This committee drafted a bill, prOViding a greater

amount than that provided in the recent house bill.
second bill was passed by both houses.

This

Governor Stubbs did

not sign the second bill but signed the house bill which provided a lesser amount and had not been passed by the Senate.
The question arose:

"Did Pi ttsburg have an appro riation?"

Governor Stubbs insisted that Secretary of State, C. E. Denton, publish the bill which he signed.

'r. Denton published

both amounts as can be seen by the Session Laws of 1909.
State AUditor, J. W. Nation, decided in favor of the bill passed
by

bo~h

house and senate, and State Treasurer, Mark Tully,

cashed the warrants as audited.

Much credit is due to the

friends of the Pittsburg school who took such a strong stand
in this difficulty.
The appropriation made in 1911 provided

'50,000 for the

building in 1912 and $63,500 for other purposes.

There

as

no appropriation for buil ings in 1913, but the allowance
58rnterview on August 21, 1933 with F. B. Wheeler.

"
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for

her purposes was w?3,500.59

0

The ~gislature of 1911 appropriated 050,000 for the
erection of an industrial arts building.
completed in 1913.

nis building was

The equipment from the old shops was

installed, in addition to

15,000

orth of new ma erial.

This gave every facility for conducting nechanical and
applied arts.
The addition of another building meant the necessity
of further provision for heating facilities, and the
latur
lant.

of 1913 appropriated

~gis

32,500 for a heating and po er

This plant was so constructed as to permit the

installation of additional units to meet the growing demands. 50
On June 29, 1914, Russ Hall
by Ii htning.

~as

destroyed by fire caused

The greater part of the interior and the equip-

"ment were destroyed.

The north wing was not damaged and with

the exception of a part of the fourth floor, the

aIls were

left serviceable.
Before the building had ceased burning, Governor Hodges
and the members of the Board of Administration were on the
grounds and arranged with the citizens of Pittsburg to
advance the money for the reconstruction of the building.
The authorities agreed to

reco~~end

to the next legislature

that the money be refunded.
The Pittsburg citizens,

~ith

the consent of the State

59Interview on August 24, 1933 with Miss Belle Provorse,
Financial Secretary and Secretary to the President.
50Pittsburg _eadlight,

ay 19, 1925.
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Board of

dministration began the erection of temporary

frame bUildings in order to maintain the various de artments
of the school.

A large frame auditorium

as erected and

movable partitions were arranged to divide it into class
rooms TIhen needed; at other times it served as an aUditorium.
This did not prove adequate space for the summer's enrollment
and a number of tents were used. 51
At the 1915 session, Pittsburg, in addition to increased
maintenance, wanted

150,000 to repay the citizens

advanced money and security to rebuild Russ Hall.
riations

ho had
The appro-

ere not always so easily secured and at this

ar-

ticular time, since Governor Capper had been elected on a
platform for decreased expenditures and taxes, the stru gle
was more prolonged.

The recommendation of $50,000 for an

addition to the industrial arts building and $75,000 instead
of the requested $150,000 passed both houses, but the latter
measure was vetoed by Governor Capper.

The appropriations

came the fol. owing year for the completion of the industrial
arts building and also for the rebuilding of Russ'Hall. 52
The struggle to secure maintenance and buildings

as not

the only obstacle to be overcome in the growth and development of the institution.

The

chool as organized continued

51Anniversary Booklet, April 13, 1928.
52The folIo ing buildings have been erected ince 1915:
Science Hall, 1918-1919; Kechanics Hall, 1919 (t 0 addltional
stories, 19 7-1928); Gymnasium and Geology Buildings, 1921;
Cafeteria with annex, 19 2; Yillard Hall, 1923: Stadium, 19 4;
Porter Llbrary, 1927: Music Hall, 1929.
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to Oe a branch of the State Normal

01

Emporia.

The president

of the Emporia Kormal was also president of tne Pittsburg
school.

There was a Dtrong sentiment that Pittsburg should

be considered a separate unit.

This proposition was pre-

sented to the legislature of 1911.

This was one of the most

bitterly contested measures in the history of the Kansas Legislature.

The bill for separation passed the senate but was

defeated in the house by two votes.

Opposition came from

Governor Stubbs, the board of regents and the people of
Emporia.. 63
Kr. Russ joined the peo Ie of Pittsburg in making their
demand and perhaps for this reason he was dismissed from the
principalship.

His dismissal 7as resented through strong

protests of the citizens of
and stUdent body.64

ittsburg, the faculty, the alumni

Shortly afterwards, the board of regents

selected Professor George E.

eyers of the McKinley Manual

Training School,

ashington, D. C. to succeed -r. Russ, but

unfortunately he

as under obligation to pursue the policy

outlined for the school by the authorities of the Emporia
Kormal, at that time termed the "parent school."
TYro years la.ter under the administration of Governor

George H. Hodges, a bill

'as passed creating the State Board

of Administration and giving said board control of all state
63Intervie~ on August

3, 1933

ith

64Anniversar~ ]ooklet, April 13, 1928.

B. ~ eeler.

l~

educational institutions. 55

This Jaw gave the new board

authority to separate the management of the two schools. 55
This was one of the first official acts of the new board.
The office of principal was abolished and Professor '. A.
Brandenburg was selected as first president of the institution.

He came here in 1913 from Oklahoma City where he was

superintendent of the city schools. 57
The school now being established on a

ne~r

basis became

free and independent and could therefore outline its policy,
extend its curriculum
t~ong

nd organize its teaching force.

the many obstacles that the school had to overcome

in its development as a consequence of outside management,
none was more vital than that of the curriculum.

Those who

op osed the measure wished to limit the courses offered to

manual training and home economics.
retard
fields.

P~y

They endeavored to

movement to train teachers in lines outside these

Thus the first few years the certificating po er

of the institution

as limited to the issuance of a certifi-

cate valid for one year.

Four years later the po er was
extended to a three-year certificate. 58

55n. M. Bowen, professor of education at K. S. T. C.
since 1909 and principal of the Training School 1909-1913, was
secretary of the State Board of dministration 1913-1915.
55S ess ion 1~ of the State of Kansas, Revised 1923,
Chap. 75, Sec. 521.
57pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1925.
58 Ibid •
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Courses of high school rank made up the curriculum
during the first seven years.

In 1910 a clear differentia-

tion

as made between the secondary and the col ege courses,

and

fourth year

as added. 69

The last two years were called

normal-college courses, upon the completion of which a life
certificate was granted.

This certificate rendered the holder

eligible to teach in the elementary schools of the state.
ommerce was added to the curriculum in 1908 and music two
years later.

At this time courses leading to a degree were

established and in 1913, thirteen students who had completed
cou~ses

of 120 semester hours had the A. B. degree conferred

upon them.?O

In 1914 pressure from other state schools

c used the power to grant A. B. degrees to be taken from the
Pittsburg institution and the B. S. degree was substituted.?l
A faculty of five and a student body of forty-three made
up the personnel for the first semester.
increased before the close of the term.

The enrollment had
The number of the

faculty as well as the number of the student body increased
yearly.?2

roteworthy inducemen s were the varied and desirable

69Kansas State Teachers

ollege 3ulletin, L~ , 25.

?OIbid.
?lpittsburg Headlight, Ma

19, 1926.

?2 ccordin to the Kansas State Teachers College ulletin,
XXIX, ?3, the faculty numbered 49 for the school year 19151916; he errollment 'as 2,514; the number of credentials
issued ~as 494, including 75 one-year certificates, 127 threeyear certificates, 204 life certificates and 52 degrees. The
faculty for the school year 1932-1933 numbered 116; the enrollment as 3,874; the number of three-year certificates issued,
45; life certificates, 178; B.S. degrees, 263;
.S. degrees,
71. The first M.S. degrees were c nferred in 1930.
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courses offered, convenient accommodations, and the erection
of the cafeteria. 73
ewspapers
The history of the press in Pittsburg reveals very
clearly that there was a severe struggle
a er in early days.
rising editor

In many cases

0

maintain a news-

he endeavor of an enter-

as only short-lived and his career

as

aral-

leI to that of the struggling pioneers in other fields.
The first newspaper to circulate in Pittsburg made its
appearance in 1878.

It was called the Independent and was

published by J. M. Walker, a so-cal ed misce laneous publisher

ho started newspapers in several towns.

The Inde-

uendent was pUblished in Carthage, Missouri, and brought to
Pittsburg for distribution.
edition,
ne

to

This publication, a weekly

as discontinued after three months, leaving the
,ithout a newspaper for four years. 74

The first paper to have its own plant,
~xponent,

onfort

~eople's

"as established by L. C. Hitchcock in June 1882.

After one year'
P.

he

publication, the plant

ho subsequently started

as sold to Thomas

he Pittsburg

Democrat~

73 t the suggestion of resident Brandenburg, a small
cafeteria was established in one section of the Industrial
rts building in 19 3. This project, supervised by the
dompstic cience de artment, ~'as an immediate success. In
9
a ne, bui ding was erectpd. The cafeteria has more than
maintai ed itself and in a dition h~s .furnishe
un s whereby
the i s a a io of the pipe organ in Science Hall has been
made possible.
74Crawford

.

ounty, Kansas, by Home Authors, p. 133 •
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which flourished for a few years and then merged into the
Hea light. 75
In 1880, D. C. and Fay G. Flint began the publication
of

he Pi tsburK-§melter •

his publication had a very

. romising future at first but changed
times and

0

as finally forced to suspend.

as the Pittsburg Sunday Mail
cea ed publication after t

0

ership several
It finally revived

ut was short-lived, having
months. 76

The Headlight, a daily and weekly, was founded in September 1885 by 1. F. Sears.

In less than a year's time, C.

W. Moore, a practical printer and newspaper man, became
Sears' partner.

r.

There was a change in the management the

follo ing year when Mr. Sears sold his interest to William
Moore, father of C. W. Moore.
~illiam Moore and Son.

death of the elder Kr.

This

The neTI firm was known as
artnership continued until the

~oore in 1897; the firm then became

Moore Brothers. 77
The PittsbuK& Y~nsan was started in 1889 by J. C.
Buchanan.
the

It began its career as a Democratic organ, joined

opulist ranks temporarily and later resumed t- e Democratic
75Crawford CognlY,

Kan~~,

by Home Authors,

• 133.

76 Ibid •
77Since the establishmen of the Headlight, the name of
the publication has changed at various times. It as knoin
s the Pittsburg DailY Hp.adlight 1885, the Pi~burg Headlight
1886-1887. It then resumed its original name. Since 19 7 it
has been kno;n as the Pittsburg Headlight.--Interview on
August 26, 1933 with I. H. Cole, l!oore Brothers office.
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cause. 7R
During the boom of 1890, the Pittsburg lorld was organized by

~.

C. L. Beard.

Steinberger and W. H.
p~per

po

He soon turned the plant over to
d

~ho

edited the Dailv

~rld.

The

had views against the strike in 1893 and became so

unpopular that the plant was moved to Girard. 79
The Miner's Echo was started by Thomas B. licGregor during the strike of the coal· miners in 1893.

Its mission

ap eared to be the excl' sive defense of the strike because
after championing that cause, it was suspended.
purchased

t~e

plant and edited the Pittsburg

T. B. Fulton

Me~nger

for

about one year. 80
nother daily, the Pittsburg Penny Eost,

ith~.

H.

Henney as editor, ,as launched in 1893 but lived only a
short time. 81
In the early nineties, a German publication, the

~

Freund, was issued by Behrens and Burkhart and was in circulation about a year.
T~e

Pittsburg Tribune began publication in 1898 with

J. R. llcKin as editor.

fter a year, he sold his i terest

78J. F. Callen was editor of this paper until his death
in 1920. Shortly afterwards the paper was sold to F. A.
Je ell. It ceased to exist soon after going into the hands
of the new owner.--Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.

79Cr~ ford County, Kansas, b

Home Authors, p. 134.

80rbid.
81pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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to D. C. Flint and Sons vho conducted it until 1902 and then
sold it to a syndicate of young printers who changed its
name to the Pittsburg Journal.

Its career extended over a

riod of six weeks. 82
The

fro-American for the benefit of Pittsburg's colored

opulation

as founded in 1903 by A. J. Lee, but after a few

months' publication, it was suspended.
revived in January 1904 by

Ho ever, it was

• Lee, and being again doomed

to the inevitable, the materlal

ent into the hands of a

Gernan syndicate

ublish the German Free

lho used it to

ress,

now extinct. 83
In 1911, the Workers Chronicle was established by
Sears 7ho published it for two years.
became editor.

After a fe

F.

George D. Brewer then

years, the plant and good

of the paper were disposed of to

~.

ill

oy D. Crane, a printer "ho

had been employed in the newspaper offices of the city.84
aul Jones launched out on a new venture in 1915

hen on

July 11, he put out the first copy of the _ittsburg Sun.
ne~

publica ion

fo io.

The

as in the form of a five-column, ten-inch

W. J. Saunders of the Saunders-Cook Printing Company

had charge of the typographical operation and
its editor.
October 1 tha

From

r. Jones was

he date of its first appearance until

same year, the -Yn was circulated free of

82Cr vnord County, Kansas, by Home Authors, p . 134-135.
83 Ibid •
84Pittsburg Headlight,

'ay 19, 1926.
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charge to every home as
Pittsburg.

lell as to the business houses in

In the course of time it ,orked its way into the

rural homes also.

On September 26, announcement 7as made

that after October l"the price of the paper
five cents a month by carrier and t

0

,ou d be t enty-

dollars a year by mail. 85

On January 1, 1916,86 William A. Beasley purchased an interest
in the Saunders-Cook Printing Company and the Sun Printing
Company.8?
Salvation

Ar~

The original corps of the Salvation Army in this district was established at Litchfield.
ters of the

In 1892 the headquar-

roup were changed to Pittsb rg. 88

The present citadel, located at

13 East Fourth Street,

as erected in 1913 under the direction of Captain Harry
Miller, who later became staff captain and territory auditor
for the central states.
There are t
and the Junior.

0

divisions of the organization, the Senior

The activities of the groups are the

lome

League for the Seniors and the Corps Cadets and Young People's
85pittsburg §un, February 28, 1926.
86 Ibid •
8?'r. Beasley sold the Sun to ~oore Brothers in 192?
A
year later both the Headlig~and the Sun were taken over by
new managemen , the Stauffer Pub ishing Company. Since that
time, the plant occupies the new building on Seventh and
Locust.
B8Int rview on

ugust 25, 1933 with Captain G. A. Furman.
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Legion for the younger people.

The different departments

conduct regular church services and also group sessions.
The local unit is affiliated lith the larger corps in
Kansas City and all records are sent to headquarters for
filing. 89

The work of the Salvation Army has at all times

been commendable, and their contribution to the relief of the
needy has been no small item.
fruitful field amon

Their efforts have found a

the poor of the city.90

The different organizations and societies of Pittsburg
include those which are civic and social and many which embody
moral and ethical instruction.

Their combined purposes have

aided in the refinement, enlightenment and social progress
of the city.
The functions of these clubs embrace the fol owing:
the doing of constructive york along the lines of social
endeavor, the bringing in of speakers, educatqrs, and plays,
and the carrying out of really worth vhile projects in
addition to purely social activities.
The one organization to v,hich others are more or less
subservient is the Federation of Vomen's Clubs, which
embodies nine different clubs.

This was organized on

89No data is available for 1916.
numbers 55.
90Interviev on August 25, 1933

~arch

The present membership
ith Captain G. A. Furman.
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17, 1900.

It usually takes the initiative and thereby sets

the seal of approval or disapproval by

hich the unit clubs

decide their course of procedure. 91
The oldest study.club is the Women's Study Club, organized in 1898.

In the same year the Monday Club was organized;

the Kansas Club in 1901; the Treble Clef Club in 1905; Chautauqua, 1906; Entre Nous, 1907; Nautilus, 1909;92 W.C.T.U.,
1911; Homemakers, 1913; Extension, 1914. 93
mong the outstanding movements accomplished by the
Federation are:

the enlivening of an interest in recreation

which culminated in the purchase of Lincoln Park in 1907; the
agitation which brought about the establishment and furnishings of a rest room in 1911,94 the provision for seats and
the improvement of gravel

alks in the cemetery; the organ-

ization of the Pittsburg Charity and Humane Society; the
promoti on of "Clean-up Campaigns; ,,95 the employment of a
91Material on Women's Clubs furnished by Mrs. L. E. Curfman, historian of the city Federation, through the courtesy
of Mrs. • B. Riordan, an active member.
92The Chautauqua, Entre Nous and Nautilus no longer exist.
93 The History Study Club, another of the
organized in 1919.

ederation, was

94 ccording to Mrs. L. E. Curfman, donations were obtained
through solicitation from the business men when the ini~ial
movement as made. Later the state legislature enacted a law
roviding for a levy to maintain the rest room. This has
always remained under the direct control of the Federation •
. . 95Th~se c~e~n-ups resulted in improved and sanitary cond1t1ons 1n da1r1es, grocery stores, bakeries and meat shops.
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visiting nurse. 96
Activities among men's clubs include those which from
early times were performed among fraternal and benevolent
associations.

These antedated commercial and civic clubs,

whose aims and projects deal

irectly

ith

he comnercial

development of the city.
Recognizing the

commerci~l

basis of modern life as a

necessity incident in human evolution, the Rotary Club was
organized to express

roper relation between private inter-

ests and public enterprises.

The Pittsburg Rotary

lub was

organized in

ugust 1915,97 with a membership of twenty-five.

li. H. Skourup

~as

the firs

president.

Among the accomplish-

ments of the Rotarians is the promotion of the Boy Scout movement.

T e assistance given to other organizations and the

securing of employment for students who could not attend
schoo

7i thout outside ··ork are also noteworth

enterprises. 98

960ther a omplishments for which the Federation is
responsible sin~~ 1916 are:
the maintenance of the Student
Loan Fund by hich any col ege students have been benefited,
the sale of the first Liberty Loan bonds, hp introduction ~f
the Junior Story Hour and the collection of books an magazines for the use of rural sc ools in the county.
97pittEburg Sun, February 2 , 1926.
9 S The Kiwanis lub was organi~ed in 1921 :ith a membership
of fifty.
The club has -lways cooperated -ith other existing
organizations and various campaigns for the betterment of the
city.
The Lions Club as organized in June 1922 with t entysix members. These clu~s ive hearty cooperation to the
Chamber of Co ~rce, althoug the major ctivi y is charity
7U rk.
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Churches
Baptist Church.--The Baptists hold the record for bein
first chartered re igious body in Pittsburg.
is given a

7hat is now Pittsburg was

duri

ugust 3, 1875

the date on the origi 301 charter; hov'ever, :neet-

in s had been held in the various hom s

~!as

yno ds

rura

the first pastor.

the first yea s in

early

district.

s

87

sho'

0"

He gathered his f oc

ogether

n old schoolhouse, since torn

1 92.
Y•

e rs, ser ices

hich

~as

so

,ere 301 so he

~

A

'"''

Records

in a sma 1

to the Geroan Uethodists in

f erwards the congregation met for several .
v.

own.

long he remained ,~ith the con regetion.''''

In the pi oneer
brick stru ture

,hen

Rev rend :r.

The Reverend rur. Reynolds was a traveling missionary.
o no

the

in

~ars

rooms. 100

n those early days there was no regularly appointed
minister.

Feti ion

_ssociation and lliss
~.

or a lea er .as :nade to the Baptist
~ditn

nil, sta e evangeli t for the

C. T. U. -as induced to take up the 'ork.

ordained in the local
first real

hristian Church,

hurch structure,

0'-

rch

1896, "as located at Seventh and

~'as

lli s Hill was

pril 13, 1894.

The

completed 1l:arch 2 ,

~alnut.

This

hurch was

remodeled and enlarged in 19 7. 101
99 ittsburg Headlig t,

B, 1926.

100Intervie, on ugust 7, 1933 with
skins, the present pastor.

he

ev. C. J.

101The membership has increa ed from 4 0 in 1916 to 1,050.
-In erv'e
'ith the Rev.
• J. sins.
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ZiQll Lutheran Church.--In 1866, three German Lutheran
~issouri,

from Lafayette County,

settled on Cow Creek, one

mile east and three miles south of
burg.

fa~ilies

t~e

present city of Pi ts-

They were joined the next yea.r by four t"amilies from

the same place.

Church services ,ere conducted in the homes

until the small frame church
aries of that faith.

as erected by traveling mission-

These missionaries visited several times

a ye r.
The church was organized by the Rev. Henry Luecker in
1 76.

7he little frame churc

was left on the old site to

be used as a scho 1 building and "another structure was erected
at

uincy and Rouse in 1889.

second resident

astor.

He

The

ev. H. Houston

as the

as succee ed by the Rev. Otto

~atuseka, who has been ~ith the congregation since 1910. 102

First lresQyterian Qhurch.--One of the origina

churches

esta.blished in Pittsburg is the First Presbyterian,
organized

~a.rch

~hich

vas

12, 1879 under the leadership of the Rev. C.

W. Price, the first minister.

The charter was obtained in

fuarch 1883, and the church ,as reorganized by the Rev. Francis Symmes.
_

fra~e

building, erected at Fifth and Pine, was ready

for dedication in 1885.

The neVI church \as built in 1907.

e con regation met in the early days in 7askey's Hall,
102Intervie on ugust 1, 11)"3
J. H. Meyers, a charter member.

i th

r. H. _'eyers, son of
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over what is now the Evans Book store.
ever,

meetin~s,

Presbyteri~ns.

ere not the first held by the

pioneers of that denomination in

These

t~is

ev.

larren

Thi

The

vicinity held services

in the room over the Iowa City post office at th
near the old Catholic cemetery.

how-

as in

crossroads

869 and the

;ay, pastor of the Girard church, held periodical

services. l03
Methodist Episcopal Church.--The Methodist Episcopal church
had its beginning in Pittsburg in the spring of 1879 when it
as organized from a Methodist Sunday School class by the
Rev. E. C. Boaz, assisted by L. H. Kidd r.
The first building was located at Fifth and Pine and
~as

called the Tabernacle Methodist Church.

in the fall of 1880.
that time.

It was dedicated

The Rev. C. S. Jenness was pastor at

The second building was erected at

ighth and

Locust during the pastorate of the Rev. R. H. Sparks and
continued in use until 1914.
the new buil ing at 415

On September 13 of that year,

"orth Pine was

dedicate~

and is still

used by the llethodists as a place of worship.l04
First Christian Church.--The First Christian Church was organized in 1881.

Meetings

,ere held in a small frame schoolhouse

that stood on t' e present site of the Central School building,
103Intervie on u ust 1, 1933
of the First Presbyterian Church.

ith H. B. Kumm, a member

104Pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
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Fifth Street and Walnut Street.

In 1884 a

fr~~e

building

las erected at Seventh and Pine, and the congregation
shiped there until 189.
donated by R. E.

Carl~on,

or-

The site at Fifth and Pine was
a charter member, and a ne, struc-

ture vas built. l05
hurch.-- he first steps to ards establishing an Anglican or Episcopalian Church were taken by Mr.
and

~s.

D. C. F int in 'ovember 1881.

lowing year, a fund

as started and on June 5, work was begun

on the original building.
cor er of Elm
that fall.

In April of the fol-

This church was located on the

treet and Seventh Street and was completed

The first regular service was held September 10,

18R2 and 7as conducted by the Rev. P. Cummings, of Girard, a
missionary.l06
~ ~~

Catholic Church.--Jesuits from Osage Mission min-

istered to the Catholics in Cra ford
ing of Pittsburg.
O'~onnor.

ounty before the found-

Services "ere held in the home of Patrick

The next place of worship vas in the Odd Fellows

Hall, bet een Third and Fourth Streets on the east side of
Broadway.
In 1882, the Rev. Eugene Bononcini of Scammon purchased
105The Rev. Harold Bell 1right was pastor of this church
from 1897 to 1902. It 'as during his pastorate here that he
rote his first book, The Printer of the Udells. The first
manuscripts ere prepared by lrr. Ray B. Allen.--Interview on
August 16, 1933 ,ith the Rev. L. H. Pettit and Mr.
lIen.
106Intervie on August 19, 1933 vith the Rev. Oliver
Cra,ford, Rector of St. Peter's Chu ch.
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a lot from thp town company.lO?

he

came to

ittsburg in August 1885,

priest.

Beginnin

ev. Robert Loehrer,

lho

as the first resident

"ith his pastorate, records of baptisms,

marriages, deaths,

pu~chase

of property, building projects

and transfer of pastors are available.
The rectory at Ninth and Elm

as bui then the

resident pastor, the Rev. F. X. Ral.elka,
Rev. J. A. Pompeney bec
1893. 108

e the

p~stor

eventh

las in charge.

The

of St. Mary's Church in

The Rev. James Donohue secured a lot at Tinth and

1m and built the present St. Mary's Church in 1903.
~~

John's Evangelical Lutheran Church.--St. John's

gelical Lutheran Church dates back to 1885
frame structure

van-

hen a small

las built on Joplin, between Sixth Street

and Seventh Street.
the early members.

John Ahrens and John Jacobs were among
The services of the Rev. O. Kloeckner

were secured in 1886.

A small frame building was erected

near the church to serve as a school building.
Construction vork on the present
Euclid

as begun

uilding at 306 West

ay 1, 1890 under the direction of the Rev.

-_._----

10?The location of this lot is shrouded in doubt, but it
is thought to be on Sixth and Locust where the Eagle RaIl
stands.--Interview on August 18, 1931 with the R v. J. A.
Pompeney, D. D.
108 he Rev. J. A. Pompeney, D. D. took an active interest
in the development of Pittsburg. He devoted forty years of
his ministry to work in Crawford County, twenty-eight of
~hich ,ere spent in Pittsburg.
During his pastorate, St.
~ary's School
as built. The Rev. P. J. llcCullough became
pastor of the local church in February 19~9. Father McCulough has worked zealously since coming to Pittsburg. St.
Mary's C urch was enlarged and remodeled in 1931.
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Hudson Sawyer who is still pastor.

It .as completed in 1894

at a co~t of vll,000.109
l:t. Hebror.
ored people

hurcQ.-

e l:t. Hebron Ch rch (Baptist) for col-

as organized in 1886 by the Rev. N. Robertson,

moderator of the east cistrict in Kansas.
were held in a frame building on Rort
uil ing costing y18,000 was

The first services

Olive.

A nodern brick

uilt b' the Reverend

~lias ~ho

has been pastor since 1910. 110
Bethel

urch.-Th~

Bethel A.

-as organized in 1888.

• Ch rch for colored people

There were eight members

~hen

the

church ,as started and services were held in a paint shop
between Kansas and Park on

outh Broadway.

In 1891 the con-

greg tion moved to a frame structure ,here the First
Bank 5 ilding no

stands.

ational

Toe next year a residence on the

corner of Seventh and Olive served as a place of

orship and

the fol owing year a move was made to 407 North Eighth where
the present church is located. lll
United Presbyterian _hurc_.-The firs
Presbyterian Church
~.

Alexander home.

day of

nited

The church was organized the second SunThe Rev. J. H. Gibson was the first
ugust 22, 1933

1 OInformation furnished by
courtesy of r. Leon Nichols.
lllInfor~tion furnished by

courtesy of t::r.

he

'ere held in the fall of 1890 in the J.

pril in 1891.

109Interview un

meetings of

~on i~iohols.

ith 1 r. G~orge

r. G. W. Pi~rce,
'r. G. ry.

rens.

through the

ierce, tough the

143
fter leaving the Alexander

pastor and served sixteen years.

home, meetings were held in the second story of a building on
Third an

Broad:ay.

The brick

formerly occupied by the
as a place of

hurch on Fifth and Broadway,

~ethodists,

as rurchased and served

orship until t e congregation in

moved to the present location at Fourth and

~ay

~alnut.

1916
The Rev.

I. i. Thompson was pastor at that time. 112
United Brethren -hurch.--The first services of the United
Brethren Churc

~ere

held in the east side of town at a

location not recorded by the local bod.

as obtained 'n 1890. 113

the first United Brethren Chrucc
First Spiritualist
a

Ch~.--The

The charter for

First Gpiritualist Church

organized early in 1890 at the home of B. L. Abe , 511

Torth Pine.

Services were first held in the old A. O.

hall, then in the I. O. O. F. hall on 7est Fifth,
in the I. O. O. F. halon West Third.
charter members.
and nationa
~

ere fifteen

The local body is affiliated with state

Spiritualistic bo ies. 114

Hope Baptist

colored people

hurch.--The

~t.

Hope Baptist Church for

as organized in 1898

among ,hom lere kr. and

as

There

nd later

~s.

ith seven members,

Goodman an

children, and

112Information furnis ed by ~r. J. T. Stewart vho served
uperintendent of the first Sabbath school.
3Pittsbu!E He~a~~~
114lQiQ.

<ay 19, 19 6.
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Laura

~arsha

The

The first services
later a

,ev. J. D.
ere

ore bui ldi n

teenth Street served

orris was

he first pastor.

e d in a room in the Lincoln school'
located on :rorth Broad 'ay near 3'our-

~s

a place 0

worship.

From there t e

congregation moved to the present location at 215 West
E eventh. 115
First Church of

hrist, Scientist.--

charter was obtained

on kay 6, lR98 for the organization of the

In the beginning of the organization, 116

Christ,

cientist.

a sna 1

r up met first a

Gaske

on Suclid
C

old

U. 71. hal

irst Church of

the home of l'r. and lirs.

venue,

Cther meeting

and in

he

uilding

ocation nor occupied by the Nationa

aces 'riere in the
hich stood on t e

Bank of Pittsburg.

From there the members moved to the 01

German Lutheran Church

for their services.

uclid and 7alnut .as

he corner lot at

urchased on September 5,1907, and
ho e

as begun.

A

The present edifice

emporary edifice
as ready ror 0

A small amount of money
the

i 1

Latter

~

hurch 0

VffiS

of bui ding a

used for some

ime.

upancy October 25, 1914.

as se ured by the local church under
7

f Yary Ba er Eddy.

aints.--The Latter D y Sain s or the Reorganized
Jesus Christ was esta lished vith Leo 3'rank in

l15Pi tts urg Hpa ligh.!:,
1 Teo ganizatio
directors.
71

~ork

he

ervie

on

< Y 19,

co si

s 0

" 6.
pres'dent a d seven

u u t I , 1933 ,it

. B. ,. eeler.

~.
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firs

Christy

7

"ere held at
ext
hurch.

pasto, May

se

~

s

Ei hth.

place

as

ranted

as the
I~.

of

r.

0

~ors

. 6.

.

hall.

arter of
r 3, 19 6.

Oct
~.

ip.

Third an

uil ing

• e congregatio

h9.

he Spiritual

Pine

has no

cience Churc

The first place of meeting

Later services

The 1. O. O. F. ha. 1

a p e of rorsh'p.
ti

0

TIle

The first meetings

8

Spiritual Science.-a

,1903.

ere held i

as since been

T e Re . V • .T • •• o·"e,

I

he
ed as

he first pastor,

serves. 119

Union Mission.--The Union Mission, an interdenominational
---,

organization, was organized by the Rev. N. A. Huey, a missionary, in the old brick M. E. Church on Eighth and Locust
in 1915~20

118pittsburg Headlight, May 19, 1926.
119 Ibid •
120 Ibid .
Since the clo in date of this survey, the fol owing
enominations h~ve erected churches or esta lished pl9.ces for
meeting: rrazarenes, ssembly of Go (I), Church of Crist,
_ ssembly of Go (~),
urch of Go (co ored), hurch 0 God
in Ghr st, .entecostal, Fou S uare Lig t House, Seven Da
_ ven ists.--In or a ion furnished by George B. ~eeks, Secretary and La ager, Pitts urg ham er of Cornnerce.

conCLUSION

ev'e,in
can

the fort

years covered in this survey, we

ut realize the heroic efforts on the part of t e early

pioneers and their successors to bring about an
y

o~

ach'eve. en , ac ompl's_ ed

~

a

efinite goal--the c

Pittsburg.

This

a comparativel

maintain

las a grea
sort ti,e.

7he efforts to extend railroads into this particular area
of the state, to introduce nel projects and to deve op
in ustries, to exten

municipal interests and to fu ther

educational fac'lities are bu
o

a few of the many e

~~ples

ritts urg's progress.
The 10 ation of the city near the divi ing line

be '-een the counties
even ua

l~n

.er y composi g the :eutral

'0

bec~

as City

counties.

Pittsburg greY' as a coa

.e a railroad

enter

i t;'l th

outh rn rail oad s op

e ucational ce

~ith

er

ich greT an

here,

nd fina

en

I:ansas State leachers College of today.

expanded

i th ti e into the pres-

retrospection reminds us of the
o~ers ~ho

mar 'et for

r.an sas

no

J an

the location of the Uan al Train-

School

7;

amp;

locat· pn of t!le

in

he mine

ands

y caused Fi tsbu g to become the comm rc'al cen-

ter of the
tb.en i t

0

on y mined bu

co~age

a

0

that guided

created a

coal; 1,"'e see a love of ci ty and pri e of

accomplishment in the efforts

0
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a litt e

roup that brou ht

147

into actual existence the development of many indu tries
and enterprises.
The great clay banks were discovered and the outcome
has been the establishment of brick and pottery plants
,·hi ch afforded employment to many.
The city
lines

touchi~g

or many years prided itself on its electric
a l e coal

anps in the district.

Finan-

ciers had faith in the city's future.
Pittsburg is still largely dominated by men who bui t
the city from a mining camp to its metropolitan
Tnese men have the courage an

st~ge.

faith that brought t e city

to its progresslve status.
There is a hope of prosperity for Pittsburg in the future.

It has recently passed a

r~nsitory

stage, due not

only to a depression in the coal industry but also to the
general conditions of the country.
Its cheap fuel, its rail transportation, co lege and
school faci ities, and its natural resourcefulness

pl~ce

Pittsburg in a position to command Southeastern Kansas.
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APPENDIX A.

POPULATIO

OF PII'TSBURG

ACCORDI'G TO CE,SUS
1890

6, 97

1900 •.•.....•..•...•.........•...........•• 10,112
1910

14,755

1920

18,052

1930

18,145
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APPENDIX B.

llUNICI AI,

Yirst City Officials
Sno ........................................................................ Mayor

E.

~olice

P. W. Sap-er

Judge

Councilmen
Fred Kal itz

E. R. 1:cBride

D. S. Mi ler

John

• Lindburg

John A. Coe
Ci ty Clerks
~.

J.

Jennings

:

JUly ?t 1880

O. T. Boaz........................... A ri 1 10, 1883
Wm. A. Garnett .•...•.....•........... April

2, 1885

O. S. Casad .......................................... A ril 16, 1886
C. Y'I • Long ...................................................... April 18, 1887

...

"" D.

-"0

July I,

d ......................................................

(re ign d

87

an. I, 1889)

ki ..................................................

Jan. I, 1889

~iller .................................................

Ap il 5, 1889

T. 7. Caffey .................................................

ril 14, 1891

J.

R

L.

ugene

erri thew ........................................ Apri

19, 1895

E. Anderson ....................................................

April 6, 1897

A. A. Bumg rner ............................................

pril 12, 1901

. Tracey ..................................................

l:ay 6, 1903

J. .."

"

. H•

Yarcho ..................................................

1~

•

=

ad ...................................................
~

O.

".

n

May

,

1905

April I, 19 5

Jones ..........................

pril 5, 1907

Leonard 7. Boyd ......................

S ep.
t
1913
(still serving)

r
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.

CKDI

B.-Continued
1:ayors

11. 1.1. Snow
II. C.

',~.ri

,....... 1880 -

lard

1882

Sam Barratt •.•.•.......•............... 1883 -

. ........ · ... · ....
Sawyer ....... . . . . . . . . . . . · .. · .. ..
arlton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ........
Blow • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ....

L. J. Beagle .........
l'

. H.

R.

~.

R. T.

1881

1884

1885 resigned
1885 pro tem
1886
1887 re

ed

Andrew Brown................. . . . . . . . . .. 1887 pro tern
188?

1888

1889

1890

Dr. George C. Gilbert •...........•...•. 1891

1892

. • H. Holmes........................... 1893

1894

Dr. C. A. Fisher ••.•.••.•.............• 1895

1896

:::Sd Tin V. Lanyon........................ 1897

1898

John W. Bre ·er.........................

899

1900

1901

1902

Clarence N. Price ••••........••........ 1903

1:)04

'~~illia.!D

Lanyon

Sam Barratt

~r.

Charles Hunter

H. C. Lemon

1905

B. Kirkwood
Dr. C.

1906

i sher. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1907 -

3. C. Thiesing

1909 pro tern

orris Cliggitt ••.•.•........•.•...•... 1909
E. B. Hoyt

1908

died

1910
(special election)

r
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APPEmrX B.-vonti ued
r..ayors

::Jr.

. 1911

191.

. 3kouru••...............•.•....... 1913

1914

•

v.

Graves

10m. Lanyon, Jr

1915

o.

1917
1918
( resigned)

~.

5e 1

0.7. Jones

o.

1318

(appoi~ted to fill va ancy)

T. Jones

Dr.
L. 1''' ..

"'art

ontee

At~inson

::Jr. A. L.

1916

owden

1913

1923

19 3

196

1326

193

1932
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APPENDIX C.

'RC
1887 -

Banta, C.
Bell,

TILE ENTERP.ISES
BOO

~ •..............................•.

urdock

~nd

Je elry

Bell ••.... _ainting and Decorating

Botefuhr, F. S

Music

Chapman, J .. H

Je .elry

Craig, Archi e

Hardware

Crowell, T.. J

Drugs

Evans ••...•.•.............•...•..•.. Musi c and Books
Globe

Clothing

Hod,

• H••.......••.•.. : ...••••....•..• Implements

Pi t t s burg Drug Com any..... . . • • . . • • • • • . . • . . . .. Drugs
romeroy, H. D. and Graham, C. E •.•... P and G Bakery
amsay Brothers

Dry Goods

Seymour, ry. E •.•..•.•.. Dry Goods (Kansas and Texas)
'/hi e,

.. H

Marble

lorks

BOO

Bumann, Roger ••.........•...•.....•...... Wall Paper
Coles, W. B. and Sons •• Outing Equipment and
De ens

upplies
Clothing

Deruy.. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .... Hard .. are

Fashi on.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .... Shoes
Friggeri

Holden, Sam an

Jevlelry

;ard, 0 car.(Sam and Oscar)

Lindburg, Roll

Messenger, Asa .•....••• Planing

lothing
Drugs

~ill

and Contracting
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APPENDIX D.

POST]

STERS

George Hobson .•..•••.••••••.••....•••.• 1876
J .. Georgi

1877

1877

1884

A. E. Nau

1884

1eA8

O. S. Casad

1888

1892

Charles

1892

1896

W.. H. Yarcho

1896

1900

Vi. J .. Watson

1900

1915

Lou Johnson

1915

1922

atmor

Mrs. Minnie True ••••.••••.•••.•.....••• 1922
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AP

NDIX

BANKS

National Bank of Pittsburg (The Lanyon Bank) ,organized in 1880
S. H. Lanyon, President

James P. Patmor, Vice-President

F. 'i. Lanyon, Cashier

First N tional Bank of Pittsburg, organized in 1886
T. T. Hale, President

John R. Lindburg, Vice-President

C.

1m. Babcock, Assistant Cashier

ale, Cashier

First State Bank of Pittsburg, organized in 1903
James Patmor, President

E. B. Hayes,

ice-President

Jay N. Patmor, Cashier

National Bank of Commerce, organized in 1905
Fred H. Fitch, President

Bert Maxwell, Vice-President

Pittsburg State Bank, organized in 1914
. I. Miller, President

W. H. Miller, Cashier
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APPENDIX F.

lJEDICINE

A},'J)

HEALTH

Eirst Board of Uedical Examiners
(Appointed by Mayor E. V. Lanyon, Authorized June 22, 1889)

w.

~.

J.

r.. Barber

Willi~s

>.

O. Sloan

A. \'lolf

". M. Johnson

Board of Health
William Williams

F. A. Porter

H. H. Bogle

J. M. Barber

1
J.61

APPENDIX G.

PITTSBURG CHARITY AND HUMANE SOCIETY

(Organized and Chartered December 1909)

Otto Greef .........•................... President

O. 'I. Schide ...•....•.....•.......• Vice-President
A. VIe lIs

Secretary

Reverend Gardnerl .•.••.•.••.•.•..• Advisory Board
1irs. W. J. True)

..
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API'ENDI
Ch~ter

H.

LIBRARY

Members of the Academic Literary Club

Founders of the Pittsburg Library
Rev. J. A.
Jur . .Tohn
~rs

ompeney, D. D.
andolph

• .Tohn Randolph

A. L.

haplin

C. S.

ennes

O. T. Boaz

Library Board
(Appointed

y

ayor E. V. Lanyon, April 15, 1898)

Morris Cliggi tt

E. F. Porter

.Tohn

.T. R. McKim

andolph

.T. C• Buchanan
H. C.

I'

R. E. Carlton

i lIard

.Tames Patmor

.T. H. \'.beeler

.T.

m
.L •

Jl!oore

O. T. Boaz

Building Committee (1909)
W• .T. Watson, President
T• .T.

C• .T.

.~cCluskey

enderlider

E. V. Lanyon

R.

Carl ton
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SCHOOLS

Public Schools
School Report for Year Ending 3une 30, 1916
Taxable Valuati on .......................................................... $ 13,240,260.00
Current Expense ..............................................................

83,666.64

Average Monthly Salary, High School (Males) •••

91.42

Avera e Monthly Salary, High School (Females).

90.00

Average Monthly Salary, Grades ( 'al e s) ..••.•••

70.00

Avera e

62.89

l~onthly

Salary, Grades (Females) ••••••

Levy

006

Bond Levy

001

Playgrotmd LevJr

oat

-umber of Bui Idings.. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. ..

8

umber Employed, including High School Teachers.........

106

Tumber of Pupils, including High School ........•........ 3,823

Members of School Board, District No. 50

John Hendrix

A. S. Vlarren.................................................................................
J..

II. Lane

Director
Clerk

Treasurer
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APPElillIX I.--Continued
Superintendents
A. J. Georgia .•••

·

. 1877

Thomas Van Andra. .................................................... 1878

. 1879

D. Hollinger. ..

.

C. E. Cory •• .

1881

1883

1884

1887

1888

1891

1891

1893

1893

1834

1895

1897

........................................................ 1897

1903

...................................................... 1903

1913

E. T. Armstrong. ...................................................... 1913

1915

. 1915

1924

c:
u. \"; ..

D. E.

C. 1L
D. A.
S. 'f.

· · . . . · .· . ·· · . · · · . · . · . · . · . · .. ..
Pence. ·.. ·. · · .· . · · · . · . · . · ........ · ... •
··
·
Light. ·. ·.. · ·. · .
··· . · ·· ·· .. · . ........ ·
·
Cooper. • • . ·. . . ··· · .. · .. ·. · .. .. .. .. .. .. .
· ··
Black. · ·.. ·. . · ·· · .. .. .. . . · . . · . · . .. •
·
··
Black.

R. S. Russ ..

A. H. Buckley ••.

J.

n

J) •

Bender. ..

Rose. ................................................................ 1924
Kansa§ State Teachers

Colle~

Pioneer Fp.culty Kembers
Hiss Odella Nation. .................................................................. 1903
Dean G. W. Trout •••

.......................................................... 1907

iss Eulalia Roseberry. .......................................................... 1907
Prof. J. A. Yates •• .................................................................. 1907
Prof. D. U. Bowen •• ................................................................ 1909
Dr. O. p. Dellinger. .............................................................. 1909
Prof. J. A. G. Shirk . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . ..

... . .

1912

•
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APPENDIX .J.

CHURCHES

Date of Qrganization and Charter Members
Baptist Church, organized Au ust 3, 1875
Caleb Brooks

r. Rodreich
A. S. Yarren

Zion Lutheran Church, organized April 9, 1876

H. Koopman, Sr.

v:•

H. Koopman, .Jr.

.J. H. Meyers

W. Luecker

.J. C rr

einke

.J. H. Rhodenberg

First Presbyterian Church, organized March 12, 1879
Mrs. W. H. Yarcho

Louis Kimm

Mattie Halley

.James Officer
.John Howatt

~ethodist

Rev.

Episcopal Church, organized in 1879
• E. Boaz

L. H. Kidder

First Christian Church, organized in 1881
R. E. Carlton

st.

eter's Episcopal Church, organized in November 1881
D. C. Flint

'rs. D. C. Flint
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Churches
st. fuary's Catholic Church, organized in 1882
r. Krois

Mrs.

rois

Ed. O'Connor

St. John's Evangelical Lutheran Church, organized in 1885
John Ahrens

-t.

John Jacobs

ebron Church, organized in 1886

Bethel Church, organized in 1888

(Fo names available)

(TO names available)

United Presbyterian Church, organized April I, 1891
J. W. Alexander

Mrs. J. W. Alexander

Mrs. R. G.

J. W. Teasdale

Tesch

~rs.

Flora Dickey
W. J. True

A. O. Blair

rs. Jane Dickey
Jennie Dickey

United Brethren Church, organized in October 1890
Charles Kohler

First Spiritualist Church, organized October 3, 1896
(No names available)

J
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Churches
llit. Hope Baptist Church, organized in 1898
r. Goodman

~rs.

Goodman

Laura Marshall

irst Church of Christ, Scientist, organized May 6, 1898
Mrs. R. L. Berger

Latter Day Saints, organized May 8, 1903
Leo Franklin

D. Christy

Spiritual Science, organized October 3, 1906

Union Mission, organized in 1915
Rev. N. A. Euey

('0 names available)

